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ABSTRACT

A numerical computer model of the geomagnetically 

quiet, high latitude F-region ionosphere has been constructed. 

A mathematical model of the steady state polar convective 

electric field pattern is used in conjunction with the 

production and loss processes (viz., photoionization, auroral 

particle precipitation, chemical recombination and polar 

wind loss). The continuity equation is solved for the 

ionization density as a unit volume moves across the polar 

cap and through the auroral zones. The problem is worked 

with as realistic a geometry as possible to incorporate the 

effects of the separation of the geographic pole and invariant 

pole: This is necessary to evaluate the universal time

dependence of the ionosphere.

Contours of peak electron density are computed for 

various geophysical conditions. Results show small but 

significant changes in the F-region morphology within the 

polar cap in response to varying the asymmetry of the global 

convective electric fields; no corresponding change was 

noted in the morphology of the mid-latitude ionospheric 

trough. The universal time response of the ionosphere 

produces large diurnal changes in both the polar cap densities 

and trough morphology. In agreement with observations, the 

model shows diurnal variations of the polar cap density by a 

factor of about 10 at midwinter and a negligible diurnal

3
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variation at midsummer. The phase of the polar cap diurnal 

variation is such that the maximum density occurs approximately 

when the geomagnetic pole is nearest to the sun (i.e. when 

the polar cap photoionization is a maximum).

The minimum density of the trough has no significant 

diurnal variation, but the longitudinal extent of the trough 

does have a marked diurnal variation.

Within the accuracy of this model, the results suggest 

that the transport of ionization from the dayside of the 

auroral zone can numerically account for the maintenance of 

the polar cap ionosphere during winter when no other sources 

of ionization are present.

There is little seasonal variation in the depth or 

latitude of the ionization trough, the predominant seasonal 

change being the longitudinal extent of the trough.

The polar wind loss of ionization is of secondary 

importance compared to chemical recombination. An equilibrium 

calculation of the quantity of vibrationally excited Ng in 

the auroral oval indicates this species to be unimportant in 

affecting recombination. Also, the velocity dependence of 

the reaction 0+ + N2 •* NQ+ + N is not important in affecting 

recombination during quiet conditions when the ion-neutral 

relative velocity is small.
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INTRODUCTION AND NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

CHAPTER I

The objective of this thesis is to further the understanding of 

the polar F-region ionosphere. The inspiration for this work was 

derived from observations of electron density profiles in the auroral 

zone by the incoherent scatter radar at Chatanika, Alaska.

A numerical computer model has been developed to simulate the 

ionosphere by solving the time-dependent equation of continuity for 

ionization over the entire polar ionosphere. Such a model then allows 

an understanding of the global morphology of the ionosphere and leads 

to an easier understanding of single point observations.

A large scale ionosphere model is desirable because of the occur

rence of horizontal plasma velocities up to several hundred meters 

per second. The time constant for ionization loss is over an hour, 

and in this time plasma can be transported large distances. The 

result is that it is often impossible to understand a single point 

observation of an electron density profile because it is necessary to 

know the previous temporal history (for about an hour) of the pro

duction and loss processes within the measured volume of plasma.

This problem is linked with the problem of the ionization 

troughs at auroral latitudes. The morphology of these troughs on 

a large scale should result from the computer model.

For simplicity attention will be confined to conditions of 

low sunspot number and quiet geomagnetic activity in the high 

latitude region outside the plasmasphere. The geophysical conditions 

used in this work correspond to relatively low particle precipitation

11
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and to maximum electric field magnitudes of 20-30 mV/m in the polar 

cap and auroral zones. In addition a small sized auroral oval and 

convective electric field region is assumed (presented in Chapter IV).

For a general introduction it is of value to examine some data 

to illustrate the nature of the problem. Figure 1.1 shows electron 

density and ion velocity data from the Chatanika incoherent scatter 

radar for a summer period of 24 hours. Note that in conjunction with 

the horizontal ion velocities, there are fairly rapid variations in 

the electron density at different altitudes. To understand such 

behavior in the electron density data it is necessary to know where 

the plasma came from before the time of measurement - for example it 

may have recently traversed a region of high ionization production 

such as an aurora so that an anomalously high density is recorded.

Hence, without all the information on auroral positions, global elec

tric fields, etc., we cannot necessarily explain in detail any given 

data such as Figure 1.1. By reversing the problem and stating the 

geophysical conditions, we can learn what kinds of electron density 

morphology are compatible with what kinds of conditions.

In summary, the following topics are investigated with the 

computer model:

1.) The morphology of the polar F-region ionosphere and its 

seasonal changes.

2.) The universal-time dependence of the ionization trough 

morphology. This point has not been explicitly mentioned 

in the literature in relation to trough morphology but is

12
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Fiqure 1.1 Density and velocity data for the day of 
May 25, 1972 from the Chatanika incoherent 
scatter radar.
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proposed to exist on the basis that the geographic and 

geomagnetic poles are separated. This ionization trough 

(or main trough) has been studied in past by ground based 

ionosondes (eg. Stanley 1966, Wagner et al, 1973), airborne 

ionosondes (Wagner et al, 1973), satellite-borne ionosondes 

(eg. Muldrew, 1965) and satellite particle detection 

(eg. Tulunay and Sayers, 1971) as well as incoherent 

scatter radars.

3.) The effects of a changing polar electric field configura

tion which are associated with interplanetary field changes.

The continuity equation to be solved is of the form,

On = an + Vj.vn = q . . V.(IW||) . m.,x
where Dn_ _ |n + v̂ . vn is the rate 0f Change

of electron density n in a unit volume as it moves horizontally 

with velocity vx  (the E x B drift velocity). The photoionization 

or auroral ionization production rate is given by q, and 1 denotes 

the chemical recombination rate. The term containing v|( , the 

velocity parallel to the B field is generally not numerically large 

compared to other terms. At high latitudes it is normally composed 

of field aligned diffusion of ionization called the polar wind; 

however this can also be affected by field aligned neutral gas 

motions (see Chapter V). The polar wind has been retained in this 

work; however, in Chapter III it is shown that omitting it results 

in only a few per cent difference. The final term vanishes because 

the E x B drift is incompressible.

14
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Briefly, the objective is to obtain electron density contours 

over the previously defined polar region. This will be done by first 

defining a mathematical model to simulate the plasma motions.

Next, focusing on a unit volume of plasma, its density will be computed 

as the volume moves in small steps along the path. At each of these 

steps the continuity equation will be solved. By similarly following 

many plasma paths, density values are calculated at many locations; 

this then permits contours to be drawn. The method has the advantage 

that horizontal transport into the measuremert volume is transformed 

away. The contribution to ionization production from auroral 

ionization orginates from an assumed auroral oval location based on 

observations (for Q=1 conditions). The solar photoionization is 

computed for any given location by first calculating the solar zenith, 

angle for the particular time, day, and location.

It will be shown that the polar wind is not as important 

as chemical recombination in causing ionization loss. This recombi

nation rate may be increased by the presence of vibrationally excited 

nitrogen or increased ion-neutral relative velocity. However, these 

will be demonstrated to be unimportant for solving this particular 

problem.

In all that follows we will be referring to the F region of the 

ionosphere, i.e. the 150-600 km region. Since the peak ionization 

occurs around 300 km, the problem will be further restricted to the 

200-400 km altitude range as we will be mainly interested in the peak 

ionization densities.

15
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The morphology and interaction of auroral oval with the magneto

sphere, as outlined for example by Akasofu (1968), is assumed in this 

thesis.
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CHAPTER II 

IONIZATION PRODUCTION PROCESSES

There are only two sources of ionization in the high latitude 

ionosphere; photoionization, and ionization produced by precipitating 

particles, the latter process being insignificant at lower latitudes.

A computer program has been developed to calculate photoionization 

rates from 200-400 km altitude, and precipitating auroral ionization 

obtained from an assumed auroral oval.

2.1 Photoionization

Solar radiation of wavelengths less than about 900 A is responsible 

for the production of ionization in the ionosphere (Whitten and Poppoff, 

1971). This radiation enters the top of the ionosphere and ionizes the 

neutral constituents, the maximum production rate for overhead sun oc

curring at an altitude of about 140 km (Hinteregger, et al, 1965).

To compute the photoionization rate at a particular altitude, we 

must know the solar flux at that altitude after it has traversed the 

overlaying portion of the upper ionosphere. The ionization production 

rate then depends on the neutral gas density and the ionization cross

section.

Although 0+ , 0^, and N^ ions are all formed in the F region, the

+ 2 3
primary production rate of 0 (about 2 x 10 cm at 300 km for overhead

sun) is at least an order of magnitude greater than other ions (Hinte

regger et al, 1965). This is because atomic oxygen is the dominant 

neutral species, the ionization potentials are all of similar values 

(12 - 15 ev) so differences in ionization potential have little effect.

17
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For an overhead sun, the solar flux F at an altitude z is given by 

F=F0e"T where FQ is the flux at the top of the atmosphere and x is the 

optical depth. The optical depth refers to the vertical distance for 

the flux to decrease by a factor e.

x = /“ n a ds 

where n = neutral number density 

a = absorption cross-section 

This expression can be rewritten in terms of the scale height (H = 

kT/mg) at the point of interest to produce a simpler formulation (eg. 

Banks and Kockarts, 1973) as,

x = n H a

When the solar zenith angle is large the solar flux must traverse 

more of the neutral atmosphere before arriving at the measurement point; 

thus the integral along the path length is larger.

For the general case of incoming radiation at any solar zenith 

angle x> including angles near 90°, Chapman (1931) derived the "Chapman 

Function" Ch(x) for spherical geometry. The optical path is Ch(x)t.

Thus the optical depth is given by

x = n H o Ch(x)

The flux arriving at an altitude is then simply obtained from the 

above mentioned expression, viz.,

F ■ Fo e'T-

A slight modification to the Chapman Function was made by Green et 

al. (1964), Fitzmaurice (1964), and Swider and Gardener (1969). These

18
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authors did not assume a constant scale height atmosphere. In place of 

the Chapman Function they introduced the function G derived from spheri

cal geometry. Their results are summarized as follows:

For y < U/2)

t (Xjx = n H a G (X,x) (la)

where X = (Re + z)/H

H = local scale height of neutral gas

Re = earth's radius 

G(X.x) - exp [( x 2 /2) / (1 - 0.115x2 - 2x4)] 

a = 1 - O.H5(it/2) 2 - ro.5(n/Z)21 / Pn(ir/2X)1/21 

(*/2 ) 4

For y > (tt/2)

t (X,x) = n (a) H(a) G(YiX) (lb)

where n (a) = number density as above but evaluated 
at the minimum height (a) of the solar 
flux before it reaches the observation 
point, and is simply calculated geo
metrically

H (a) = scale height at height a

G(Y,x) = (ttY/2)1/2[1 + erf {-cot x (Y/21/2}]

Y = (Re + a)/H 

The photoionization was calculated using (la,b).

As the next step, photoionization rates can now be computed (eg. 

Whitten and Poppoff, 1971) from,

' F U)[0] o U)dx

where d[0+]/dt is the production rate of 0+ ions, F(x) is the flux at 

the wavelength X, [0] is the number density of atomic oxygen, and o(x) 

is the wavelength dependent ionization cross-section.

19
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1000 (CHa)

A plot of photo ionization rate ( 0-1000 cm^) 
vs altitude ( 0-A00 km) for some selected 
solar zenith angles ( 0-99 degrees).
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This thesis uses the atmospheric model of Banks and Kockarts (1973), 

and since these authors have already computed the photoionization rate 

for low sunspot number and overhead sun, it has been simpler to adopt 

their values- Then using the previous mentioned theory, the values are 

modified for various solar zenith angle using equation (la,b).

From the overhead-sun production rate, and using the above functions 

to calculate the optical depths, the ionization production rate for any 

solar zenith angle can be computed.

The computer program for this task reads and stores a neutral den

sity model; then given a solar zenith angle, it produces values of 

photoionization rate for differing heights. Some sample computations 

are shown in Figure 2.1.

2.2 Auroral Particle Precipitation as a Source of Ionization for the 

Polar F-Reqion Ionosphere

In this section we wish to estimate the production of ionization 

caused by precipitating particles in the auroral oval. Since there is 

such a great variety of possible auroral conditions, this work has been 

limited to modeling the quiet-time auroral oval.' These conditions are 

characterized by a small auroral oval (Q=l), relatively low auroral 

ionization inputs, and electric field magnitudes no greater than 25 - 30 

mv/tn. The geometrical aspect will be treated in Chapter IV; this chap

ter will deal with the ionization inputs only.

A. The Dayside Auroral Oval

The dayside auroral oval is produced by precipitating particles 

whose energy spectrum is peaked around 100 ev (Heikkila and Winning- 

ham, 1971) producing substantial ionization at F-region altitudes

21
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(Rees, 1963). This portion of the auroral oval is often termed

the polar cusp region because of the cusp-like geometry of the

magnetosphere from which the ionization originates.

Knudsen (1974) estimated the rate of increase of ionization

(from satellite measured flux values) for a unit volume as it moves

5
through the dayside auroral oval. His values of 2 x 10 cm 

(around the F-region peak altitude), for a time duration of 5 min

utes for a unit volume of plasma to traverse the dayside auroral 

oval, imply a production rate of 11 ion pairs cm" 1 sec"1 . Similar 

rates were computed by Banks et al. (1974b) using a polar cusp
_o 1

type input spectrum. These numbers range from 20 cm sec at 

-3 -1
200 km to 4 cm sec at 380 km, and have been used in this thesis.

It should be stressed that there is some variability in the 

observed energy and number flux. There is also some uncercainty in 

the time required for a volume of plasma to traverse the dayside 

auroral oval. This is because electric field data (and hence the 

motions of ionization) show very complex behavior in this region 

(see Chapter IV, Figure 4.2). Heppner (1973) has interpreted the 

motions as "turbulent".

It is thus likely that we may have underestimated the auroral 

ionization input through an under-estimate of the time spent by the 

moving unit volume beneath the precipitation region.

B. The Night-side Auroral Oval

The night-side auroral oval, by comparison with the day-side, 

is often characterized by precipitating particles of higher ener

gies (up to a few keV). The aurora here can be classified into two

22
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Figure 2.2 Energy-flux data in the F-region ionosphere 
above discrete and diffuse aurora.
Left: Data taken above bright discrete aurora. 
Right:Data taken above nearby diffuse aurora, 
(after Reasoner and Chappell,1973)
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types, commonly called discrete and diffuse because of their visual 

appearance. The difference in energy is shown in Figure 2.2. Al

though the two types have similar fluxes in the 100 eV energy range 

(these energies produce most of the F-region ionization, Banks 

et al., 1974b), there are very marked differences at energies 

greater than a few keV (these produce ionization much lower in the 

ionosphere, 100 - 120 km). Other satellite-measured data (eg. 

Caverly, 1975) show similar spectral differences. We would thus 

expect little differences in the F-region auroral production rates 

between discrete and diffuse aurora.

The data of Figure 2.2 were taken from rocket data of Reasoner 

and Chappell (1973). Banks et al. (1974b) used data from these 

authors' rocket flight and computed the altitude profile of the 

Ionization rate in the ionosphere for an optically bright discrete 

auroral arc structure. At F-region altitudes these values are only 

a factor of 2 - 3 greater than the dayside auroral oval values men

tioned earlier.

For simplicity, the values given for the dayside auroral oval 

have been used on the nightside as well, over a precipitation re

gion shown later in Chapter IV (Figure 4.3).

For the quiet conditions that are applicable in this work, 

satellite photographs of the auroral oval (Lui et al., 1975) show 

little or no discrete aurora. Even if the model were expanded to 

include more disturbed conditions with discrete aurora, inclusion of 

only the low energy particles would be satisfactory.

A large ionization peak at about 110 km associated with dis

crete aurora (Hunsucker, 1975) has no effect on the F-region den-
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si ties (at 300 - 350 km) through diffusion. This is because of the 

high collision frequency at the lower altitudes which limits upward 

diffusion. The effect can be evaluated by computing the upward 

diffusion speed versus the time constant for chemical recombination.

One of the largest auroral E-region peaks (with a very large 

vertical density gradient) observed by the Chatanika incoherent 

scatter radar is given in the Figure 11 of the paper by Bates and 

Hunsucker, (1974). The peak density of 1.3 x 106 cm- 3 occurred at 

110 km altitude and the layer thickness extended from 100 - 140 km. 

The upward diffusion near the top (125 km) of this layer has been 

calculated as 20 cm/sec using the expression for diffusion velocity 

given by Whitten and Poppoff (1971). At these altitudes the 

recombination lifetime depends on the density, but can vary between 

10 - 100 seconds (for densities of 0.5 - 7 x 105 el cm"3).

The vertical distance traveled before recombination is then 20 

meters at most.

These diffusion speeds are very small by comparison with possi

ble vertical neutral wind effects. For example, if ionization is 

slowly diffusing upward through the neutral constituent that has a 

25 m/s vertical component (a typical value, see Rieger, 1974), then 

the vertical distance traveled before recombination would be about 

250 meters which is still a negligible distance.
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CHAPTER III 

IONIZATION LOSS PROCESSES IN THE IONOSPHERE

3.1 Chemical Recombination

The most rapid means of ionization loss in the F region is the 

removal of 0+ (the dominant ion) by the following two chains of

chemical reactions (Whitten and Poppoff, 1971),

C+ + N2 - N0+ + N......— --- (1 )

0+ + ° 2 - °2+
+ o........ .........(2 )

N0+ + e - N + 0 ........ ..... —  (3)

°2
+ e - 0 + o........ .........(4)

Assuming the rate constants for the above reactions are K3 , K^, 

otg, a2 respectively; the relevant rate equations for quasi-chemical 

equilibrium are,

_d_ [0+] = { k3 [n2] + k4 [02] } [0+]

dt

a2 ^2^ Ne = ^4 ^2^ ^   ̂

a5 [N0+] Ne = K3 [N2] [0+]

The square brackets above denote number densities of the species

enclosed and Ng refers to electron number density. Assuming charge

neutrality we have,

Ne - [0+] + [N0+] t [0+]

Rearranging the above rate equations and eliminating [0 ] results

in,

i [0+] - (K3 [N2] + K4 [02]) Ne
------------------------------------(5)

k4 [o2] k3[n ]

1+ ------

“ 2 Ne a5 e
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This equation (5) has been used in this thesis to evaluate the 

decay of ionization. Note that this expression is dependent on 

electron density (Ne) and temperature.

The most recent values for the rate constants (units of

a5= (4.2 X ICT7) X [ Te j
(“300 )

'a2 = (2.1 X 10"7) X ( Te ) '0*6 

( 300 )

K, = (1.3 X 10"12) X ( T. )1,2 
4 (— ~ )

( 300 )

-0.5

K3 = (8.0 X 10'14) X ( T. r  

300

Biondi (1974)

Biondi (1974)

Bortner et al. 
(1973)

Bortner et al. 
(1973)

The rate constants are temperature dependent; however, insertion 

of approximate values in the denominators of equation (5) using 

T. = 1,000, Te = 2,000 °K yields,

dt
d [0+] = (K3 [Ne] + K4 [02]) Ne (crn-3 sec-l}

1 + 300 + 600

(K3 [N2] + K4 [02]) Ng (for values of Ng > 104cm"3) 

= 3 Na

temperatures above and the neutral density model (1 0 0 0 °K exosphere 

temperature) of Banks and Kockarts (1973).
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Thus, the electron loss rate 3 is approximately constant for 

4 -3
electron densities greater than about 10 cm . This is the usual 

way of expressing the electron loss rate in the literature (eg. Whitten 

and Poppoff, 1971). It is not satisfactory for this thesis because 

it allows the ionization to decay to unreasonably low values.

3.2 The Velocity Dependent Ion-neutral Reactions

In section 3.1 above, the four relevant reactions for the chemical 

recombination of 0+ ions were given. Reaction rates of equations (3) 

and (4) are rapid compared to (1) and (2) and hence these reactions 

(1 ) and (2 ) which control the rate of formation of N0+ and 0^ also 

control the rate of electron removal. This statement is of course 

inherent in the mathematical result that g is approximately independent
4

of the a2 and a5 rate constants (for N0 greater than 10 ).

Recent laboratory measurements of the rate constant of equation

(1) by McFarland, et al (1974) have indicated that its reaction rate 

is velocity dependent. This has been further explored by Banks, 

et al. (1974a) in relation to ionization decay in the polar F region. 

These authors conclude that when electric fields are present (as they 

are at high latitudes), the relative motions of the ion and neutral 

constituents will induce a greater production of N0+ which will sub

sequently result in enhanced ionization decay through the rapid 

reaction (3).

It is the purpose of this section to calculate the effect on the 

electron loss rate, 3 , due to this velocity dependence and to show 

that it is not important for this thesis.

In the reference frame of the neutral gas, Banks et al. (1974)
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Figure 3.1 Electron loss rate as a function of electric
field (measured in the frame of the neutral
gas). Values apply for a 1000 denree thermo
sphere and altitude of 300 km.
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infer that an electric field of about 100 mV/m is necessary to produce 

equal concentrations of 0+ and N0+ at F-region altitudes. Working 

further on this subject, Schunk et al. (1975) have discussed the iono

spheric effects of reactions (1 ) and (2 ) in relation to electric field 

effects. The electron loss rate, e, has been calculated in this thesis 

as a function of this effective electric field, using their velocity 

dependent reaction rates. A sample calculation is shown in Figure

3.1 for a 1000 °K thermosphere and an altitude of 300 km.

It has been assumed here that the polar cap electric fields are 

no greater than 30 mV/m (see Chapter IV), and since there is evidence 

that the neutral gas motions are dominated by ion drag (Fedder and 

Banks, 1972; Nagy et al., 1974; Bates and Roberts, 1976a, 1976b), the 

effective electric field measured in the neutral gas frame is 

substantially less (comparisons of ion and neutral velocities in 

above references indicate the neutral speed is about one half the 

ion speed). For the problem of interest, only the very lowest 

portion of the curve of Figure 3.1 is applicable. Hence the velocity 

dependence of & has been neglected for this study.

3.3 Vibrational Excitation of Nitrogen and Its Effect on Recombination

Referring once again to equations (1) and (4), we focus attention 

on the most critical reaction controlling the F region, viz. 0+ + N*

N0+ + N.

Newton et al (1974) suggested that the presence of vibrationally 

excited nitrogen (N^) in the auroral zone may possibly be important 

in forming the F-region ionosphere density depressions (troughs).
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When the N2 is in this vibrational excitation state, the above 

reaction rate is increased (Schmeltekopf et al, 1967, 1968) and 0+ 

ions dissappear faster.

In this section we wish to estimate the quantity of fl2 to deter

mine the effectiveness of this species in affecting the recombination 

rate. From a program of Rees (1975) the production rate of auroral fi2
O 1

has been computed as 17.0 cm sec at an altitude of 360 km for an 

electron density of 3.3 x 103 cm"3 . The program computes the atmospheric 

effects of an aurora with ionization peak at 110 km, and 5577A emission 

rate of 4.5 KR in a model atmosphere.

Assuming an atomic oxygen density of 3.9 x 108 cm" 3 at 360 km

(obtained from the neutral density model), and the quenching rate of

* -14 , (
N2 with atomic oxygen to be 4.4 x 10 (Cook et al, 1973), a loss

*
rate can be formulated. Solving for the N2 number density by assuming

an equilibrium situation (production equals loss) we arrive at the

value 1 x 106 cm" 3 which is only 5% of the total N2 number density

at that altitude. A similar calculation at 200 km yields less than 1%.

Returning now to the chemical equation of interest, viz 0+ + N2 ->

N0+ + N, it is necessary to evaluate the effect (if any) of the above 
*

quantities of N2 on the electron loss rate B.
*

For such minor quantities of N2 the total effective electron 

loss rate, s', can be reformulated to include an extra term viz.,

B 1 = k^ [n2] + k^ [o2] + k ' 2 [N2] = B + Bv

where

B = {k3 [N2] + k^ [02]} derived previously

Bv = k ' 3 [N*] is the contribution due to N2
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A sample computation (using the rate constant from Schmeltekopf

et al, 1968) for 360 km altitude with an ion temperature of 1000°K

and a vibrational temperature of 2000°K (a reasonable value, see 

O'Neil et al (1974) and references therein) yields s - 1.4 x 10"^

and Bv = 4 x 10"6.

It is concluded that on the basis of the available information, 

the presence of N2 will not significantly affect the electron loss 

rate in the F region. This is a reasonable conclusion even when 

allowing for small changes in the neutral density model and laboratory- 

measured cross-section for N2 production. Further, changes in the 

auroral spectrum to include very bright discrete aurora have little 

effect on the F-region particle input flux (see Chapter II).

This conclusion is contrary to the suggestion of Schunk and

Banks (1975) who invoke equatorward neutral motions to disperse N2

and form an electron density trough in the high latitude ionosphere.
*

These authors did not give an estimate of the N2 number density.

3.4 The Polar Wind and Its Effect on the Loss of F-Reqion Ionization

This section deals with one of the important mechanisms affecting 

both middle and high latitudes. In contrast to the previous sections 

we are here dealing with ionization loss by vertical diffusion along 

magnetic field lines, by comparison with chemical reaction discussions 

that have preceded this section. It is the purpose here to show 

that this is not as important as chemical recombination in its 

effect on depleting the F-region ionization.

Although simple arguments have been used by Knudsen (1974) to 

show that this statement is correct, his logic is misleading and
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erroneous even though his conclusion may be correct. He assumed an

electron density profile with a corresponding total electron content

typical of the dayside of the earth (peak density of 5 x 10^ cnf^).

Then, taking the polar wind loss rate of Park (1970), he deduced that

seven hours were required for the polar wind to deplete the ionosphere.

As this time is much greater then the chemical recombination time

(- 1.5 hours), he concluded the polar wind was unimportant.

However, this line of argument would be equally valid if we

4 -3
assumed an ionosphere of lower density (eg. 1.5 - 1 x 10 cm peak

density) that often occurs in the polar cap or trough region. In 

such a situation the time to deplete the ionosphere by the polar wind

is comparable to chemical recombination times.

The basic problem with these simple arguments is that the polar 

wind ionization loss is not independent of ionospheric density 

(Park and Banks, 1975). A more realistic evaluation is thus needed.

Most of the physics of this problem has been well developed, and 

a review of the basics is contained in Banks (1972) and Park (1973).

In brief, H+ ions may be interchanged between the magnetosphere and 

ionosphere. At mid-latitudes during the daytime, ionization is trans

ferred from the ionosphere to the plasmasphere, and vice versa at night.

The rate of ionization transfer depends on ionospheric densities but

8 2 1
ranges typically around 3 x 10 cm' sec" at 1000 km altitude.

This mechanism appears to be responsible for the maintenance of the 

mid-latitude ionosphere at night when no other ionization sources are 

present (Carpenter, 1973). This continual interchange of ionization
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is not present at high latitudes because the magnetic field lines, 

being open, are unable to trap plasma. The polar F-region ionization 

thus suffers a continuous upward depletion along field lines.

Figure 3.2(a) illustrates the situation. In the region "1" 

on this figure the dominant ion is 0+ . In the region "2" the H+ 

ions begin to dominate until an altitude of about 10 00 km where 0+ 

is negligible. In this transition region the accidentally resonant 

(equal ionization potentials of 0 and H) reaction 0+ + H+ t  H+ + 0 

facilitates such rapid charge exchange that the species are usually 

considered to be in equilibrium (eg. Banks and Kockarts, 1973).

Figure 3.2(b) is extracted from Park and Banks (1975) and shows upward 

0+ flux at 500 km plotted against the 500 km 0+ density for the open 

field line situation of continuous plasma depletion. The 500 km 

reference altitude used by these authors is quite arbitrary. This 

relationship in Figure 3.2(b) has been used in the computer program 

of this thesis to derive an electron loss rate due to the polar wind.

This polar wind loss has been included in all the model calcu

lations presented in later chapters. One calculation was done without 

this loss and the results are shown in Figure 3.3. The figure shows 

the density variations as a function of path length for a unit volume 

of plasma as it moves from the central polar cap to the trough region 

under the influence of the convective electric field and the varying 

production and chemical loss rates.

These sample computations point to the polar wind being of 

secondary importance. However because of the programming ease it 

has been kept in the model.
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Figure 3.2 An illustration of the magnetic field line geometry 
and theoretcal polar wind ionization escape flux. 
Upper diagram,3.2(a),shows the geometry of the 

magnetic field lines.
Lower diagram,3.2(b),a plot of the 500 km upward 

flux vs density.
(after Park and Banks,1975)
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Figure 3.3 Plots of electron density(0— 4x10 cm-"3)
vs path length (0— 2000 km) for a unit 
volume as it moves from the central 
polar cap through the auroral zones. 
Curve A is for no polar wind loss of 
ionization.

Curve B is computed with the polar wind 
included.
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CHAPTER IV 

POLAR F-REGION ELECTRIC FIELDS

4.1 Discussion of the Available Data

In this brief discussion of the polar F-region electric fields,

emphasis will be placed on the large scale overall picture rather 

than isolated single point measurements (eg., rocket measurements 

near auroral arcs, etc). Within this constraint it is found that most

of the information now available has been derived from: 1 ) low

altitude polar orbitting satellites equipped with double prove sensors,

2 ) a statistical buildup of data from many barium releases, and

3) incoherent scatter radar data. Each of these techniques has its own 

set of advantages and disadvantages. The most relevant data for this 

study are those from satellites.

In Figure 4.1(a) measurements from satellite traverses of the 

polar cap in the dawn-dusk meridian are illustrated. These data from 

Gurnett (1972) are in the form of velocities derived from the electric 

field data.

A selection of electric field data is shown in Figure 4.1(b) due 

to Heppner (1972, 1973) who has used similar electric field data to 

build up a statistical picture of polar ionization motions for low 

geomagnetic activity. This is shown in Figure 4,2; a double cell 

pattern is obvious here, with anti-solar-directed flow in the central 

polar region and return polar-directed flow on either side. The optical 

auroral oval is located just equatorward of the field reversal region 

in ti.e area of maximum solar directed velocity (Swift and Gurnett,

1973).
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Figure 4.1 Sample plots of electric fields and E x B plasma drift velocities 
measured by satellite in the dawn-dusk meridian of the earth.
Left figure,4.1(a),plasma velocities.
Right figure,4.1(b),the electric field data.
(after Gurnett,1972)
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Fiqure k.2 A statistical confiquration 
' of plasma motions over the

polar cap for K ^ 3  (after 
Heppner,1973)
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A feature of interest is the symmetry of the anti-solar flow 

seen in Figure 4.1(b) which can be categorized into three general 

configurations; viz, a) symmetrical, with a relatively constant 

E x B velocity across the polar cap, b) asymmetrical with a higher 

velocity on the dusk side, c) asymmetrical with higher velocity on 

the dawn side. This feature has been studied by Heppner (1972) 

who found that the asymmetry is associated with the azimuthal 

component of the interplanetary field. This point was mentioned in 

Chapter I and is a target of investigation for this thesis as it 

indicates possible changes in the F-region density morphology. As 

a note of caution on this latter topic, it should be mentioned that 

only a single component of electric field is available from these 

satellite data so that it is possible that the polar cap plasma 

velocity direction deviates considerably in conjunction with these 

asymmetric flows. However, statistics seem to indicate primarily an 

anti-solar direction (Heppner, 1973). Further, the location of the 

Harang discontinuity may move in longitude depending on the degree 

of asymmetry, but no such information is available from the literature.

All these satellite data were taken at altitudes around 1000 km, 

and assuming that the electric fields map to the 300 km level, the 

resulting E x B motion over the polar cap ranges typically from 0.4 

to 0.5 km per second. Accepting these velocities and the previously 

mentioned double cell motion over the polar regions, it has been a 

necessary task of this thesis to evolve some model for these motions. 

Such a model allows the ionosphere production and loss processes to 

be calculated in a parcel of plasma as it moves along a flow Stream-
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line. The next section of this chapter will discuss the model 

electric field pattern and its mathematical basis.

4.2 The Electric Field Model

This particular model is the result of the addition of twenty 

vortex flow patterns. Using the method of images (by analogy with 

electrostatics), ten vortices and their images in a cylinder have 

been summed and the resulting flow inside the cylinder has been 

defined as the required polar ionosphere flow streamlines. Instead 

of considering the problem in the methodology of fluid mechanics, 

one can alternatively use the language of electrostatic equipotentials 

and evolve a velocity through the E x B relation, but this is a matter 

of personal preference.

Figure 4.3 indicates the vortex positions and the resulting flow 

pattern. The location of auroral particle precipitation is also shown 

in this figure. There are singularities at the vortex positions; 

however, these locations are avoidable and in positions of little 

interest. The number of 20 singularities is fairly arbitrary; this 

number was decided on because it represented the minimum number to 

adequately describe the electric field data.

The following is a brief summary of the mathematical basis on 

which these streamlines were computed. The plasma flow problem is to 

be solved in the magnetic time-invariant latitude system of the earth, 

for this is the system in which satellite measurements are ordered and 

it is these measurements that we wish to simulate. This coordinate 

system is denoted by the complex z-plane in the model and is the primary 

frame of reference in which all subsequent computations will take place.
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By use of complex variables in the standard fluid mechanics approach 

using potential theory, one can define a complex potential of a parti

cular fluid flow, the real part of which describes the flow streamlines, 

and the imaginary part the velocity potential [see for example Robertson 

(1965) or some other standard text]. A new flow pattern can also be 

defined by the addition of more than one complex potential, or alter

natively if streamlines alone are necessary, summing the stream 

functions is sufficient.

The complex potential of a single vortex at the position p on the 

complex plane, with k a constant, is given by,

W = i k In (z-p)

The complex potential for twenty vortices located at positions

p„ is given by, 
n 20

U (z) = z i k ln(z-p ) 
n = 1 n

= <j> + i\p

The real and imaginary parts above are designated the velocity potential

and stream function. A rotation (equivalent to the rotation of the

1 2earth) can then be included by adding ip = 1 /2  w r to the above 

stream function, where w is the angular velocity of the earth, r is the 

distance of the measurement point from the rotation axis with a suit

able correction for the curvature of the earth. This rotation has been 

subtracted from satellite measurements by Heppner (1973) and must be 

included to obtain the true plasma motions in the magnetic local 

time-invariant latitude frame of reference.

In summary so far, we have derived a set of streamlines shown
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in Figure 4.3 which are to be used for tracing plasma motions over 

the polar ionosphere. It is necessary to define the speed along each 

of these lines. Defining this speed is equivalent to defining the 

constants Kn , and in keeping with the fluid mechanics treatment, the 

speed can be calculated from,
20

v = W*(z) = z K /r
n = 1

where the * denotes complex conjugate and rn are the distances from 

the point of measurement to the positions pn< In Figure 4.3 the 

speed of flow over the central portion of the figure (equivalent to 

the polar cap) has been set at about 0.45 km/s to match experimental 

results.

To simulate asymmetric flow in the polar cap as discussed earlier, 

the speeds of flow on the various streamlines in the central polar cap 

have been defined differently. Cross-sections across the dawn-dusk 

meridian from model calculations are shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.5 illustrates the change when the corotation velocity of 

the earth is added.

The next chapter will examine in detail how this model was set up 

for computing the ionosphere electron densities.
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Figure 4.3 The computed plasma flow lines (in the frame 
of the moving earth).The assumed auroral oval 
(shaded) ;s the particle precipitation region 
used in the computer model.
The crosses denote positions of singularities 
(see text). The coordinates are magnetic 
local time and invariant magnetic latitude.
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Figure 4.4 Dawn - dusk profiles of plasma velocity 
derived from the model.
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Figure 4.5 A sample computation of the plasma convection 
of figure 4.3 with the corotation field added. 
This diagram shows a stagnation point on one 
side of the earth(left side of figure).
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NUMERICAL MODELLING OF THE F-REGION IONOSPHERE

CHAPTER V

5.1 General Procedure

In this chapter the detailed steps and assumptions are discussed 

that relate to the computer model describing the polar F-region iono

sphere.

The electric field model described in the previous chapter has 

been combined with the various production and loss processes. The 

general procedure is as follows: Beginning in the central polar cap, 

an electron density profile is assumed on each of the ExB flow lines. 

The computer program then follows each streamline in small steps 

(90 km apart) computing a new profile at each point and storing each 

data set on magnetic tape as they are computed. Since the stream

lines are closed curves we will eventually end up at the starting 

position. This computed profile at the end of the closed curve 

should match the original assumption and this has been achieved by 

running the program twice to get a self-consistent starting value.

The step size of 90 km is arbitrary and represents a compromise 

between minimizing computer time and maximizing the resolution of the 

final electron density contours.

Many such streamlines are traced, with the end result that elect

ron density values are computed at many hundreds of points over the 

polar region. All these data are then plotted and contours are drawn.

5.2 A Detailed Programming Outline

For more detail, the following is a concise outline of the program

ming functions. The program itself and a flow chart is given in the 

Appendix.
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(1) The electric field problem is set up in the complex plane 

(as discussed in section 4.2) in preparation for obtaining 

solutions to the electric field using the method of images.

(2) Other constants for defining the problem are set up in

the program. These are: day of year, universal time, and

various ephemeris data for computing the solar zenith angle 

at any given time and geographic position.

(3) The program reads all data cards for the atmospheric

model and the transformation from invariant to geographic 

coordinates.

(4) The type of electric field pattern (see Chapter IV) is set.

(5) Beginning at some arbitrary point on the dawn-dusk meridian 

the initial electron density profile is assumed. (Any 

reasonable values can be assumed at first - the correct

starting values will be obtained after running the program

once). At this point, using the parameters defined in (1)

above, plasma speed and a value of the equipotential or 

stream-function are calculated.

(6 ) A subprogram is called to find a new point on this same

stream-function a fixed distance from the first point.

(7) Using the coordinates of this new point in the invariant 

latitude-magnetic time coordinate system, transformations 

are made to the invariant latitude-magnetic longitude 

system. At this stage after a further transformation to 

geographic coordinates, the ephemeris data are used in 

another subprogram to get the photoionization rate.

Finally the continuity equation is solved at this point
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and a new profile obtained.

(8 ) From this new point the procedure of steps (5), (6 ), and

(7) are repeated to obtain the next point.

(9) Eventually after many more repetitions of the above, the

program has stepped around the streamline back to the 

starting position and then an entirely new equipotential is 

followed from another starting location on the dawn- dusk 

meridian.

(10) After eighteen (this number is arbitrary but has been 

sufficient for the job at hand) equipotentials have been 

followed, the data are plotted and contours drawn by hand 

through the plotted values.

5.3 Some Aspects of Aeronomy Relevant to Programming the Problem

A. The Universal Time Dependence

The asymmetry of the geographic and geomagnetic poles 

implies that the polar ionosphere morphology is universal 

time dependent. This follows from the fact that the 

electric fields are related to the magnetosphere and so to 

magnetic coordinates, whereas the photoionization rate 

depends on geographic coordinates. As can readily be 

imagined, this complicates the problem considerably.

Some previous authors (eg., Duncan, 1962) have 

proposed a universal time dependence of the central polar 

cap on the basis on ionosonde data. Whether or not the 

trough regions are subject to a universal time control 

has never been mentioned to this author's knowledge.
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To study this effect the various time dependent trans

formations have been "frozen" at two times that relate 

approximately to two situations where the magnetic pole is,

1) closest to the sun and 2) farthest from the sun. These 

will be two extremes of maximum and minimum solar illumination 

of the polar cap ionosphere. The result will be an average 

of about 2-3 hours span around these chosen times.

B. The Electron Density Profile Calculation

The main results of this thesis relate to the iono

sphere morphology over the polar region, and the peak F- 

region density value is alone sufficient to illustrate the 

results. Nevertheless the vertical density profile has been 

computed. The main reason is to obtain the density at the 

500 km altitude so that the results of Park and Banks (1975) 

could be utilized for estimating the polar wind ionization 

loss.

The electron density profile has a peak at around 

300 km altitude in the F region. At and below this peak 

the density is determined by photo-chemical reactions only 

(Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969). Above the peak, diffusion 

becomes most important and is responsible for an exponential 

decrease of electron density with altitude. The usual 

criterion for determining the relative importance of vertical 

diffusion is to examine whether this vertical transport will 

move the plasma through one scale height during its life

time (Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969). Equating the recombi

nation time constant with the time to diffuse through a scale
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height yields e = D/H2 , (Whitten and Poppoff, 1971), where 

e is the electron loss rate, D is the diffusion coefficient 

and H the scale height of the neutral gas.

The above expression is used to define the peak density 

height in this thesis, then the photo-chemical equations 

are solved at that height to obtain the peak ionization density. 

Rishbeth (1967) used this technique and found the values 

were within 10% of the other methods that solved the full 

continuity equation (e.g. Gliddon and Kendall, 1962).

Above the F-region peak density, diffusion is important 

in governing the shape of the vertical density profile.

The continual vertical diffusion of 0+ ions upward and out 

of the ionosphere at high latitudes (called the polar wind, 

see Chapter III) should have an additional effect on the 

density profile (Banks and Kockarts, 1973).

According to the polar wind theory (Chapter III), 

over the entire polar region we would expect upward field- 

aligned fluxes of ionization because in the polar cap the 

magnetic field lines are open. Further equatorward where 

large east-west plasma velocities are present, the field 

lines are either open or closed for no more than a few hours 

at the most. It is known that the time constant for filling 

closed flux tubes in the magnetosphere is greater than 24 hours 

(Carpenter, 1973). Thus for the high latitudes of interest, 

there will be a continual upward flux, irrespective of whether 

the field lines are open or closed. Accepting this and turning 

to the polar wind theory (Banks and Kockarts, 1973), it is
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noted that under the expected conditions of upward flux, 

the ionization density will fall off according to the 

neutral scale height. However, contrary observations of 

density profiles by the Chatanika incoherent scatter radar 

indicate a vertical change according to the plasma scale 

height which corresponds to diffusive equilibrium (Banks 

and Kockarts, 1973). In accordance with these observations, 

the ionization profile above the peak has been assumed in 

this work to be an exponential curve depending on the 

plasma scale height.

The use of the diffusive equilibrium ionization profile at 

altitudes higher than the F-region peak possibly results 

in a small overestimate of the polar wind ionization loss.

The results of polar wind ionization loss were shown in Chapter 

III to be numerically small compared to chemical recombination. 

The main purpose of introducing this discussion of the 

ionization density profile at high altitudes is for evaluating 

the relative effect of the polar wind. Hence, as the polar 

wind is shown to be relatively unimportant, the high altitude 

profile is not relevant to any conclusions of this thesis, 

which relate to the peak ionization densities around 300 km 

altitude.
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C. Errors in the Computed Electron Density Related to
53

Temperature Changes and Vertical Drifts

Either a temperature variation of the thermosphere or a 

vertical component of an ionization drift can produce changes 

in the peak electron density and altitude of the peak electron 

density. Ionization drifts may be produced either directly 

by an electric field, or indirectly as a result of a neutral 

wind.

In this section we wish to estimate possible changes 

in the peak F-region electron density that result from 

thermal changes and vertical drifts. First we will mention 

thermal effects, second vertical drifts.

The effect of thermal variation has been evaluated 

by hand calculations. When the thermospheric temperature 

changes, a corresponding change in the neutral particle 

density profile subsequently affects both the electron 

loss rate and the diffusion coefficient. The magnitude 

and altitude of the peak ionization density were calculated 

for model atmospheres with 1000 and 1250 °K thermopause 

temperatures as indicated in the previous section of this 

chapter. This change of 250 degrees causes an altitude 

change of about 25 km and the peak density changes by 

a factor of about one and a half. Computations by Park 

and Banks (1974) for their 1000 °K thermosphere model 

give about a 50 km height increase when the temperature is 

increased by 250 degrees and a density increase of a factor 

three.
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Although these variations are possible, such temperature 

changes occur (e.g. Watkins and Banks, 1974) only in 

association with large geomagnetic disturbances, a situation 

which does not apply to this thesis.

The second method for producing small peak density 

variations is by a vertical drift that can take place in 

conjunction with the inclined magnetic field. Although 

it is an irrelevant process close to the geomagnetic pole 

(where the magnetic field is nearly vertical), elsewhere a 

southward ion or neutral motion can result in a vertical 

ion velocity component. For example, if there is a horizontal 

southward ionization velocity of 400 m/s at a location with a 

20 degree magnetic field dip angle, this would produce 

a change in the peak density by a factor of about one and 

one half. This estimation has been inferred from the 

wor>: of Park and Banks (1974) for their 1000 degree thermo

sphere model.

There is also the possibility of a vertical component 

of the neutral motion. Rieger (1974) has analyzed 23 high 

latitude barium releases for vertical neutral drift velocities. 

He found 17 with zero velocity, and with one exception 

(42 m/s with large error bars of 20 m/s) the velocities were 

about 25 m/s. Only one data point showed a downward 

directed motion. Vertical ionization drifts induced by 

neutral motions of these magnitudes induce changes in electron 

density even less than those mentioned above.
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CHAPTER VI 

THEORETICAL RESULTS OF COMPUTER MODEL

6.1 Comparison with Experiment

Before discussing detailed results of the computer model we will 

first present some sample results and compare them with experimental 

data. This verification is necessary to ensure confidence in the 

model.

Recollecting that the problem is only solved in the polar region 

outside the plasmasphere, it is useful to consider this region as two 

parts: First, the circumpolar trough region that is observed on the

night side of the earth (e.g., Nishida, 1967). Second, the polar cap, 

i.e., the area inside the optical auroral oval.

Figure 6.1 gives the results for equinox at 1730 and 0530 UT 

for a symmetrical convection electric field pattern. In this and 

subsequent figures some of the contours have small dashed sections. 

These indicate regions of uncertainty in drawing the contours because 

of nearby singularities (see Chapter IV). Note also that these 

figures are actually time averages around the times of maximum and 

minimum solar diurnal illumination. The next diagram (6.2) shows 

data from Nishida (1967), who averaged three months of low sunspot 

number equinoctical data obtained by the Alouette top side sounder 

satellite. Note in this figure the crescent-shaped contours of low 

electron densities on the night side of the earth near 60 degrees 

invariant latitude. This region is usually called the "main trough" 

or "midlatitude trough" e.g. Muldrew (1965), Sharp (1966). These
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Figure 6.1 Plots of computed F-region electron density 
contours in invariant latitude-magnetic local 
time. . . .
In this and all subsenuent results the circle 
refers to 60° invariant latitude, and magnetic 
time is denoted on the right hand diagram above.

The two small bars either side of the circle 
denote the line of zero solar depression_anale.
The units of electron density are 105 Cm 3. ^
The contours refer to the peak F region densities.
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Figure 6.2 Experimental data from Nfshida (1967).Note
that this figure has been inverted to facilitate 
a comparison with the computed morphology.The 
data are from satellite top-side sounder 
records and represent near-peak densities 
in the altitude profile (350 km). These data 
include mid-latitudes(down to kO degrees 
in this diagram).whereas the computed model 
illustrated stops at 60 degrees latitude.
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data of Figure 6.2 apply to invariant latitudes from the north pole 

to 40 degrees, whereas the computer model (Figure 6.1) does not extend 

to latitudes below 60 degrees.

Comparing these figures (6.1 and 6.2) in terms of absolute 

magnitude of the electron density, the 70 degree latitude density at 

midnight according to Nishida1s data (Figure 6.2) takes a value of 

0.5 x 10^ cm"'* at 350 km. The model (Figure 6.1) gives 0.3 x 10^ cm"'* 

at 0530 UT and 1.5 x 105 at 1730 UT at 300 km. These values are thus 

a good match, considering the data averaging of Nishida.

Further equatorward (around 60° invariant latitude) the model
O 0

predicts values a little more than 10 cm which are a factor of two

or three less than ground based ionosonde data show at trough minimum.

This is related to uncertainties in determining the electron loss rate 

4 -3at densities less than 10 cm when the loss rate is dependent on the 

electron density (see Chapter III). Such errors only apply for the 

lowest densities and do not affect any conclusions of this work.

Further south, higher electron densities prevail due to replenishment 

from the plasmasphere. However, these lower latitudes are not a topic 

of this investigation and have not been included in the calculation 

here.

So far only the equinox data have been discussed; however, as will 

be seen later in data from the model (Figure 6.5), the troughs are more 

pronounced toward winter than summer. This is in agreement with 

Nishida (1967).

Turning now to the polar cap region, the computer model predicts 

a significant universal time dependence due to non-coincident geo
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graphic and geomagnetic poles and it is therefore unwise to associate 

these model values with Nishida's average because he averaged his 

data over all universal times. In fact, his value at the magnetic 

pole agrees well with the 0530 UT model plot but is not so good at 

1730 UT (differs by a factor of about two). An optimum correspondence 

would require most of the satellite data to be taken around 1800 UT.

As a further comparison of this central polar cap region, data 

from Thule, Greenland, and Resolute Bay, Canada, (both close to the 

invariant magnetic pole) are presented in Figure 6.3. This diagram 

shows a broad peak around 1900 UT in the Thule data. The model data 

at the invariant pole for December 21, February 11, and March 21 fall 

within the given observed Thule ionosonde data values with the exception 

of February and winter at times of minimum diurnal photoionization.

This period however was fairly disturbed; average sunspot number was 

high and Kp never stayed below 3 for extended periods of time. The 

Resolute data (Figure 6.3) were chosen from the most quiet periods of 

the available data and show good agreement.

Nishida (1967) comments in relation to the polar cap that 

"the density is a maximum in summer and a minimum in winter". This 

is in agreement with the result of Thomas (1963) that the winter 

anomaly (i.e., higher density in winter than in summer) does not occur 

when the sunspot number is less than 100. The computer model also 

shows bigger densities in summer than winter, and Nishida's results 

serve also to justify these model data.

The results of this thesis do not apply to high sunspot conditions 

where the midday electron density is larger in winter than summer.
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Figure 6.3 A comparison of computed model densities in the central 
polar cap with data from Resolute Bay.Canada,and Thule, 
Greenland.
Top: Model data comparison with ionosonde data from Resolute 

Bay. The quietest periods were chosen for comparison. 
Bottom: Data average (November,1969— March,1970) for Thule 

ionosonde data. This is not a particularly quiet period 
but data illustrate the diurnal variation well (after 
Stromman and Maehlum,1974).
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These conditions could not be studied because the mechanisms responsible 

for this are unknown (Rishbeth, 1969).

6.2 The Universal Time Dependence of the Polar Cap and Trough Regions 

Since the geographic and geomagnetic poles are separated by about 

ten degrees of latitude, it is proposed here that this fact should 

produce significant asymmetry in the polar cap and trough region iono

sphere morphology. Motions of ionization over polar regions are 

controlled by large scale electric fields which originate in the 

magnetosphere. These electric fields are controlled by the interplane

tary magnetic field direction and are thus ordered in geomagnetic 

latitude-magnetic time coordinates. The geographic pole rotates 

around the geomagnetic pole once per 24 hours so that a parcel of 

plasma traversing a certain path (defined by the E x B drift) over 

the polar region will be subjected to different photoionization rates 

depending on the universal time. The universal time gives the 

orientation of the rotating earth beneath the convective electric field 

pattern which can be considered fixed in space. It is a target of this 

work to examine this effect.

6.2.(a) The Polar Cap

As far as the polar cap is concerned, a universal time dependence 

is not a new suggestion. Duncan (1962) noted from his study of iono- 

sonde data that "electron densities above Antarctica vary with universal 

time. Similar, but weaker, behavior is found above the Arctic." He 

speculated a possible explanation to be an increased flux of ionizing 

particles possibly due to some tidal effect. Hill (1963) and Hill and
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Penndorf (1959) mention a maximum in electron density observed at Thule, 

Greenland, at 1700-2100 UT in agreement with the data of Strflmman and 

Maehlum shown in the previous section of this chapter. King et al. 

(1968, 1971) discuss the time dependence of the Antarctic polar cap 

F region and offer an explanation in terms of neutral winds. Challinor 

(1969) also discusses this theory. They propose that vertical drifts 

of ionization occur due to the interaction of neutral winds with the 

inclined magnetic field. A vertical drift of ionization increases 

the lifetime of the ions (lower recombination rate with increasing 

altitude) so that a higher density can be maintained. As Stromman 

and Maehlum (1974) point out, this theory does not explain how 

ionization is generated, only how the ionization is maintained.

These latter authors also rule out the low energy particle input 

mechanism on the basis of their optical observations. In summary, 

they conclude that no satisfactory explanation has been proposed for 

explaining the maintenence of the polar cap ionosphere in winter.

They did not, however, recognize the paper of Sato and Rourke (1964) 

who noted that a similarity existed between contours of electron density 

and ionospheric currents, concluding that transport associated with 

these current systems could produce enhanced F-region densities at the 

poles in the absence of photoionization. This provided substance for 

Sato's earlier observation (Sato, 1959) that a tongue of ionization 

existed over the pole into the night side implying transport from the 

sunlit region. Knudsen (1974) then proposed that the diurnal cycle of 

solar zenith angle around the polar cleft latitudes near noon would 

be an explanation. He recognized that the solar zenith angle is a
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minimum (maximum photoionization rate) around 1700 UT in the Arctic 

and suggested this plus transport could explain the UT effect.

This latter point of view corresponds with this author's, except 

that for most of the year the entire polar cap ionosphere undergoes 

significant UT-dependent variations in the photoionization rate and not 

just the cleft region. Further, it is not possible to say that this 

latter point of view is solely correct without numerical computations. 

For example, it may be that these diurnal variations are numerically 

too small compared with observations, and King's wind theory then acts 

to produce higher densities. To settle this dispute the computer 

model in this thesis has been used to compute ionization densities in 

the central northern polar cap without any vertical drifts: First, to

check the overall morphology, and second, to compute the diurnal range 

of density values. Comparison of diagrams 6.1 and 6.2 indicates 

similar morphology. Data from Resolute Bay, Canada, and Thule, 

Greenland, (very close to the invariant pole) have been used as a 

checkpoint for the polar cap values and were discussed in the previous 

section (Figure 6.3).

There seems to be a good correspondence between the model values 

and the data from Thule and Resolute. It is noted that as winter 

approaches the model values are on the low side of observations, 

especially when the diurnal photoionization is a minimum. However, 

at these times the polar cap ionosphere is dominated by polar cusp 

particle input rather than transport of photoionization from the 

dayside of the earth. As was discussed in Chapter II there is some 

uncertainty in the polar cusp particle input used in the model and
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possible increases in the polar cap densities could easily be obtained 

by varying the cusp particle input.

The main point to be made here is that simple transport of either 

photoionization or polar cusp auroral particles is sufficient to main

tain the polar cap ionosphere. Without this transport the density 

would be much less, especially near winter when direct photoionization 

is very small or perhaps zero. Near midwinter there is negligible

production of ionization in the polar cap region. However, electron

5 -3
densities are maintained at values around 1— 2 x 10 cm due to

transport of ionization from the dayside of the earth. If this

transport were absent the local ionization density in the polar cap

can be estimated from assuming an equilibrium situation (production

equals loss) when there is a very small photoionization rate. For

example, under the condition of 10 degrees solar depression angle the

photoionization rate is approximately unity at 300 km altitude.

4 -3
This results in an electron density of about 10 cm , which is at

least an order of magnitude less than computer model values and

observations. The condition of negligible photoionization rate

near midwinter would probably result in ionization densities con- 

4 -3
siderably less than 10 cm . It does not seem necessary to invoke 

any other mechanism to account for 1) a diurnal change and 2) the 

magnitudes of this diurnal change of ionization density. In summer, 

both the model and observations show very little diurnal change.

This is because photoionization is dominant over the entire polar region 

at this time of year.
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It can be concluded that horizontal anti-solar transport of 

ionization alone can provide the necessary polar cap ionization and 

account for its diurnal variation. While the work of King et al.,

(1968, 1971 ) and Cha11inor (1969) may certainly be applicable, it 

seems that the numerical effect of their mechanism is of secondary 

importance.

6.2(b) The Trough Region

The model indicates differing trough morphologies at different 

universal times of the day. Figure 6.1 shows a longitudinally much 

longer trough around the UT of minimum solar illumination over the 

polar cap. For this condition of lower photoionization, there is 

evidence for a shallow depression just poleward of an auroral peak, 

on the dawn side of the diagram. Whether one calls this a trough is 

a matter of definition, certainly it is insignificant compared with 

the main trough region.

Muldrew (1968) in his electron density contour plots shows a "high 

latitude trough" located similarly a few degrees north of the main 

trough on the dawn side of the earth only. Muldrew's data are noted 

only for the purpose of pointing out that such computed depressions are 

not inconsistent with observational data. In both the model and data, 

this short depression or high latitude trough is bounded by an auroral 

peak to the south and higher densities in the central polar cap.

6.3 Effects of Polar Cap and Trough Morphologies with Changing

Global Convective Electric Fields

Figure 6.4 is a composite containing six plots of electron density 

contours corresponding to variations in both the global convective
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Figure 6.4 Plots of electron density, contours showing changes resulting 
from varying the polar cap electric field morphology and 
the diurnal effect. Upper row Is for minimum diurnal 
photo?oni2ation rate.Lower row Is for maximum diurnal 
photoionJsatIon rate.Left to right indicates varying 
electric fields (see text).
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electric field pattern (discussed in Chapter IV) and changes in the 

universal time for equinox. The top row of three plots represents data 

for approximate minimum daily solar illumination. The bottom row for 

approximate maximum solar illumination and near maximum of the polar 

cap diurnal density variation. The two diagrams on the left (with 

code '11) are for the asymmetric electric field condition where 

ionization speeds are faster on the dawn than dusk side of the polar 

cap. The center two diagrams (with code number '0') represent the 

symmetrical case. The two diagrams on the right are for electric 

field asymmetry, producing faster flow on the dusk than dawn side 

(see Chapter IV).

6.3(a) The Polar Cap Effects

Across the polar cap, tongues of ionization are present that 

extend from the day to night side of the earth over the pole. This 

feature is present in all model data shown in Figure 6.4. On the night 

side of the earth these tongues are skewed right or left depending 

on the symmetry of the polar cap electric field. For example, in 

the upper left plot of Figure 6.4 the antisolar directed speed of 

ionization is faster on the dawn side of the polar cap; thus ionization 

is carried further over into the night side of the earth on the dawn 

side of the polar cap. This skewing effect of the electron density 

contours in the polar cap is more marked at the universal time when 

the solar illumination is minimum.
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The values at and close to the invariant pole are consistent 

with the changing electric field configuration at constant universal 

time. However, it may be expected, on the basis of Figure 6.4, that 

ground stations at some locations on the night side of the polar 

cap may experience changes by a factor of two in response to the 

three different global electric field patterns. This is especially 

apparent in locations just poleward of the main trough in the 

0530 figures.

The small depression in electron density on the dawn side of 

the polar cap (upper right of Figure 6.4) deepens in response to slower 

ionization speeds on that side of the polar cap. The depression (upper 

left plot on Figure 6.4) tends to fill when speeds are larger on the 

dawn side of the polar cap.

A low peak is evident only at the time of day when photo

ionization is a minimum (top row of Figure 6.4). This is a 

result of the relative magnitudes of auroral and photoionization 

terms in the continuity equation. As the type of convection pattern 

is changed from the symmetrical case (center top of Figure 6.4) to 

asymmetrical case with lower velocities on the dawn side of the polar 

cap (top right of Figure 6.4) the auroral peak becomes more prominent 

on the dawn side of the polar cap. This is because all photoionization 

orginating from the polar cap region has had adequate time to decay, 

resulting in auroral particle precipitation dominating the production 

of ionization. Similarly, an auroral peak is evident on the dusk 

side of the polar cap when speeds of ionization are slower (top left 

of Figure 6.4) there. These night side auroral peaks are evident only
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when the magnitude of the electron density is low (about 0.15 x 105 

cm“^).

A more persistent auroral peak could possibly be produced from 

higher auroral particle inputs. The data in Figure 6.2 from Nishida 

(1967) show no nightside auroral peak, because he notes that although 

auroral peaks were observed in his data "these were smoothed out in the 

averaged data since they are small both in occurrence frequency and 

in magnitude".

6.3 (b) The Trough Effects with Changing Polar Cap Electric Field 

Symmetry

Referring once again to Figure 6.4, the region which has become 

known as the main trough is seen on the night side of the earth as a 

crescent shape of low densities. There are no significant changes 

in the trough, either in overall morphology or in ionization density, 

corresponding to changing symmetry in the convective electric field 

pattern. Although not readily discernible from the figures there 

are small differences (up to 0.5 x 10^) in the region immediately 

equatorward of the auroral oval; however, the overall global trough 

morphology shows no gross changes in response to these electric field 

changes.
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6-4 Seasonal Effects

In this section we will show the effects of season as time moves 

away from the equinox. The variable involved is the solar photo

ionization. The line of zero solar depression angle moves about 

ten degrees toward and away from the sun each 24 hours, its diurnal 

average location being near the invariant pole at the equinox. As 

the season progresses toward winter, this average location moves 

away from the sun and vice versa for summer.

Figure 6.5 compares the equinox model data with data for February 11. 

It can be seen that the tongue of ionization from the dayside ionosphere 

is not so prominent in February as compared with that at the equinox.

The polar cap densities are smaller on February 11 as compared to the 

equinox due to the lowered photoionization rate. The trough latitude 

near midnight is approximately the same for both months. However, the 

longitudinal extent of the trough on February 11 is nearly doubled by 

comparison with the equinox (for the condition of constant universal 

time). The auroral peaks are more prominent when the photoionization 

decreases.

To illustrate the effect of the variation of solar illumination 

on the polar cap, four situations are displayed in Figure 6.6. One 

extreme is when the line of zero solar depression angle is on the night 

side of the earth (midsummer). The electron densities are evenly high 

over the entire polar region with only a small gradient from day to 

night. In this situation, motions of ionization have relatively little 

effect on the overall morphology. The contours at some places have 

been difficult to draw because of the very small gradients. For this 

time of small gradients and little temporal variation a low auroral
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Figure 6.5 Model data for equinox and February 11.
Upper two diagrams are for approximate 
minimum diurnal solar illumination.
Lower two diagrams are for maximum diurnal 
solar illumination.
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Figure 6.6 Four times of the year showing gradual seasonal transition of 
computed electron density contours. All other parameters are 
maintained constant.



peak is evident. As mentioned in a previous section, the data from 

Resolute show no significant diurnal variation at midsummer, and the 

observed density is close to that from the model at the invariant pole.

At the equinox the line of zero solar-depression angle has moved 

further toward the sun, so that on the night side of the earth ionization 

decays causing a trough. Photoionization is much greater than auroral 

ionization at the equinox time, so that no auroral effect is seen in 

the contours. There is a tongue of ionization that extends over the 

polar cap from the dayside.

Further toward winter (February 11) the tongue of ionization 

has withdrawn toward the dayside as a result of the lowered polar cap 

photoionization rate. The ionization in the trough moves further east- 

west toward the dayside of the earth before being built up by photo

ionization, resulting in a longer trough structure. A low auroral 

peak is evident on the dawn side of the earth with a depression 

poleward of this peak.

Comparing the February with the winter plot, the situation 

is similar but more extreme. Polar cap densities are less, the trough 

lengthens east-west, and the auroral peak on the dawn side of the earth 

is more prominent. An auroral peak is clear on this winter plot.

The reason for an auroral peak occurring on the dawn side before the 

dusk side of the earth as season progresses toward winter is probably 

related to the nature of the polar plasma motions. Referring to Figure 

4.6 the effect of the corotation of the earth is such that motions on 

the evening sector of the earth have a much larger equatorward com

ponent than the morning sector. The resultant effect is that a parcel 

of moving plasma tends to spend more time under the influence of
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auroral particle precipitation on the morning side of the earth. The 

depression of densities poleward of the auroral precipitation tends to 

visually emphasize the presence of the auroral effect in these diagrams; 

however, the auroral peak is not large in terms of relative number 

densities, except in midwinter.

For all times of the year except midsummer, the trough model 

calculations show little variation in latitude and depth; with 

the only major changes in longitudinal extent. At summer the 

trough tends to fill but is still evident. Although Nishida's study 

of satellite data concentrated on equinox, some seasonal changes 

of the trough near midnight were shown. He also found from his data 

that the trough latitude did not change significantly during the year. 

The winter and equinox trough were very similar in depth but a little 

wider in winter; his summer data show a much shallower trough.
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CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY

In this chapter an overall summary is presented to draw together 

all conclusions and significant statements from this work.

The main objective has been to construct a computer model of the 

polar F-region ionosphere. All the relevant production and loss func

tions have been examined and included. Horizontal transport resulting 

from the large scale convective electric fields is also taken into 

account. If such a model reasonably simulates the observed electron 

density morphology, then conclusions can be drawn about the importance 

of convection and the other mechanisms. The model can then be used to 

investigate consequent changes from varying individual parameters. The 

effects of 1) a varying polar cap electric field, 2) the separation of 

geographic and geomagnetic poles, 3) season, are studied with the model.

7.1 Results and Conclusions of the Computer Model

For the polar cap region it has been found that the horizontal 

transport of ionization from the dayside of the earth is responsible 

for the maintenance of the nighttime ionosphere, especially near mid

winter when the photoionization rate is very small. At these times of 

the year, if no plasma convection were present, the ionization densities 

could possibly fall to values an order of magnitude or more below 104 

cm"3, whereas in fact densities are not generally observed to fall 

below about 2 x 10^ cm"3 even at mid-winter. This horizontal transport 

is also important at most other times of the year except near mid-summer 

when photoionization is the dominant factor over the entire polar region.

The electron density trough that has been observed to form on the 

nightside of the earth, just equatorward of the auroral oval, is also
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simulated by the computer model. The trough is formed by chemical re

combination in conjunction with the convective electric fields. This 

work has shown that the presence and morphology of these electric fields 

is critical in the formation of the ionization trough because the 

electric fields determine the paths followed by the ionization as it 

recombines.

Following the success of the model to simulate the polar cap and 

ionization trough, some of the model parameters were varied to investi

gate their effects. These, plus other detailed results of the model, 

are discussed below.

A. Polar Cap Electric Field Effects

Varying the asymmetry of the polar cap electric field has negli

gible effect on the ionization trough morphology and number density. 

However, inside the polar cap the morphology is changed and at some 

locations the ionization density varies by a factor of about two.

Depending on the time of day, and day of year, there may be a 

depression in the electron density (this may correspond to the high 

latitude trough described in the literature; Muldrew, 1965), 

located inside the polar cap just equatorward of the auroral 

precipitation region. The depth of these depressions depends on 

the asymmetry of the large scale polar cap electric field.

B. Effects of Geographic Pole-Geomagnetic Pole Separation

The separation of the geographic and geomagnetic poles is re

sponsible for the universal time dependence of the polar cap ioni

zation density. The density is approximately a maximum when the 

geomagnetic pole is nearest to the sun (the condition of maxi
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mum photoionization rate).

The ionization trough that lies equatorward of the auroral 

oval on the nightside of che earth also experiences diurnal changes 

due to the geomagnetic pole - geographic pole separation. The 

main result is a variation of the longitudinal extent of the trough. 

For example, during the months of February and March the longitu

dinal length of the trough has a diurnal variation of a factor of 

nearly two.

C. Seasonal Effects

As season progresses toward mid-summer the polar cap ionization 

densities increase to higher values. The densities increase by a 

factor of four from winter to summer. In addition, at mid-summer 

there is no significant diurnal density variation because of the 

constant photoionization rate over the entire polar region. The 

lowered photoionization rate near mid-winter results in the night

time auroral precipitation becoming a dominant factor in the 

continuity equation, and hence, auroral precipitation is noted 

in the electron density contours.

The latitude and depth of the electron density trough changes 

very little with season, except near mid-summer when the trough tends 

to "fill". The major seasonal difference in the trough is an in

crease in its longitudinal extent, with a lengthening toward winter.

7.2 Other Conclusions Related to the Aeronom.y of the Problem

A. The Velocity Dependent Electron Loss Rate

The velocity dependence of the reaction 0+ + N2 -* N0+ + N can 

be ignored for conditions of low ion-neutral relative velocity such
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as apply in this thesis. For conditions of high relative velocity, 

the electron loss rate is significantly increased by this reaction. 

These latter conditions may be present for example during geo

magnetic storms.

B. Vibrationally Excited Nitrogen and the Electron Loss Rate

An equilibrium calculation of the quantity of vibrationally ex

cited nitrogen in the aurora indicates that the associated change 

in the electron loss rate is insignificant.

7.3 Interpretations of Model Results

The most significant consequence of these results is that the elec

tron density trough, even under the quietest possible steady state geo

physical conditions, is not a static phenomena. The diurnal variation is 

most significant and has not been noted in the literature; further, many 

experimenters have not recognized the possible implications for their 

data. The earth is moving beneath a changing trough morphology so that 

two ground stations probing the ionosphere at the same magnetic latitude 

but different longitudes may "see" a different trough structure. Experi

ments that attempt to draw ionospheric electron density contours through 

the use of a meridian chain of ionosondes (e.g. Wagner et al., 1973) may 

produce misleading results because the results depend on the longitude 

of the meridian chain. Satellite ionospheric data are often ordered in 

terms of a magnetic disturbance index but with different universal times. 

Ordering data into sets of constant universal time could eliminate any 

possible distortion of the results. A similar criticism may be directed 

toward experiments involved in the polar cap; even though a universal 

time effect is well known to exist there, it has generally been ignored.
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7.4 Outstanding Problems and Future Directions of Research

The basic limitation of this technique for modeling the polar iono

sphere is the inadequate understanding of the polar electric fields. 

Although the average large scale pattern is well known for quiet times, 

the behavior of the electric fields, both time dependent, and for more 

disturbed periods, is most incomplete. It would, for example, be possible 

for this modeling method to give the time-dependent behavior of the 

ionosphere during auroral substorms. However, this would require 

detailed knowledge of both auroral particle precipitation and electric 

field morphology, both of which are now not available.

Extending this work to disturbed conditions where large ion-neutral 

relative velocities are present would demand a full knowledge of the 

neutral motions on a time dependent basis. This information is also 

lacking at this time.
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APPENDIX

The following pages list the main program and associated 

subroutines used in this thesis. The next pane presents a flow 

chart of the various functions performed.

If the operation within each block of this flow chart is 

carried out by a subroutine,the name of the routine is given 

in parentheses.

A brief description of each routine is contained in the 

Fortran 1istings.
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THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM  -------    —
THE FUNCTION is IP MATHEMATICALLY DEFINE A PL ASHA CONVECTION PATTERN 
IN THE INVARIANT LATITUDE MAGNETIC TIME FRAME...

NEXT THE MAIN PROGRAM FOLLOWS EACH STREAMLINE WHILE SOLVING THE EQUATION OF 
CONTINUITY. ' '

EACH OF THE SUBROUTINES PERFORMS A FUNCTION AS SPECIFIEO
IN EACH OF THE ROUTINES--------- — -

.............. IN THP FIRST SECTION THE ATMOSPHERIC MODEL IS READ IN »

...... NEXT the MATRIX IS KEAO IN FOR TRANSFORMING FROM INVARIANT
TO GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES.. .

THE REMAINDER OF THE MAIN PROGRAM HAS . TWO LOOPS.. EACH RUN THROUGH THE BIG 
'LOOP CORRESPONDS TO ONE STREAMLINE...

each run through the smaller loop c o r r e s pon d s to one small s t e p on a 
streamline.

REAL N2.NE.INT 
REAL MODEL!36.3)
DIMENSION AINV<72,T0).UT<5>.GST<3>»RA<4>.0C<4)
REAL XX
COMPLE X Pi ,P2,P3.P'..P5»P6.P?»P8#P9.PO.PA.PB»PC.PD.PE.PF»PG»PH. 

*Z1»Z2.Z3»Z4.Z5»Zt>»Z7.Z:3*Z9.ZO.ZA>ZB»ZC.ZD.ZE»ZF*ZG»ZH.Z.IG»VELOC# 
•PL.PJ.ZL.ZJ
COMMON S.D.k 1.k2{X3.K4.X5.K6.X7.k8.K9.XQ.XA.XB.XC.KD.X£.XF.KG.XH.
‘V.OFFSET.STEPP.PI.
*P1.P2.P3.P4.P5/P6.P7.PS.P9.PO.PA.PB»PC.PD.PE.PF.PG.PH.16. 
.RKl.RN2»RX3.’»x4,RK5»RX6.RK7,RK8/RK9.RKO.RXA.fiKB.RKC»RXD.RKE»RISF.
•RXG.RXH,
♦s c a l e.d o.r f a c.e f a c .
*PSI1»PSI2,PSI1IN,PSI2IN,U1,Q2,q 3»Q4»V.VX,RRR.
•WMIDL .LFLAG.MFLAG.
.RXL.RKJ.KL.kJ.PL.PJ 
INTEGER STEPNO.AIF.AIG

ZMAX * 300, 
HP * 1 SO. 
AU200 * 0. 
AU250 * 0. 
AU300 * 0. 
AU350 * 0. 
AU400 * 0. 
DELT * 0.0

PI = 3.141592454
31 = 2.3 .
32 s 2.3
03 * 3.1
04 * 3.5 
STEPP « 0.1 
SCALE * 944.
AN& = (6n.»PI)/1S0.
■w •! e.o
W * -7.2722052

c ' is angular velcciiy or earth increased -ty factor s*9t>.
C all velocities are worked IN INVARIANT LONGITUDE.MAGNETIC time 
C RECTILINEAR COGRDINATES.AND VELOCITIES INCREASED BY E«P6 FOR MATHEMATICAL
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CAUL SETUP

II»SI6MA,F'0DEL*Z/'JCHI)

I F ( A . £ ‘I . - 1 . 1) t = A ■
= 0.1 

■■ * .5 - OFFSET
C
C SET 1 L F I A i> 1 F i* UAL H I I S T E T R Y , 1

A = A - 1.0101 
CALL INPRCF(0P20C,0PC5. 
A = A f 0.03j1 
wRITE (3»T2)Ol’ ?CL'*uPiS0, 
wR ITE ( 3,9J)UTF IX , I DA V 

') 3 FORMAT (

O' ,OPSSO,OPACO» A) 

P3O!),OP350,0P40U

L PROF ILfc *»5X/ 'UTFIX =

TO e>A2

T* A Z CUT I',

CALL F A C T 0 W(" . 1)
call plot <a ,• >,?> 
call S T 0L( a , n,. ,
.RITE < 5 , - M ) A , h
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831 FORMAT(1H1»?OX»*BEGINNING A CONTOUR*#10*#‘A**#E16.S*2*#*B»'«el«*5> 
CALL KAYCA.a.KK)
CALL FLOW( A.9# PS I )
CALL FASTCA.B.DIREC.SPEED)

C WKlT£C3.837>DIREC
OIREC » -1.570796 

C 837 FORMA I ( 1H , • DI REC■*»El 6.5>
C wR!TE(3.R70)PSI.Dl«EC»SPEED»A.B

PSI7IN ■ PS12 
PSIUN = PSI1 
STAND = ABSCPSP 
STEPN0 » 0 
1 FLAG »0 
JFIAG * 0 
KFLAG « 0 
IS * 1

c loop LOOP LOOP LOOP LOOP LOOP— LOOP----LOOP------ LOOP— LOOP-
801 CONTINUE

CALL AuRORA(A.8.AU7O0.AU75O.AU3OO.AJ3SO.AU4OO> .
c

IF(KFLAG.EQ.1 )GO TO 83b
IF<AB .E0.0.9.AND .B .G T.0 .0 .AN D .A.LT.-1.0)CALI CORRT( A.8.KK»PSI.

* S T AND » Kf L AG)
838 CONTINUE

C
CALL KAr(A.a.KK)
CALL FAST<A,3.DIREC.SPSED)
SPEE * SPEED * SCALE * 1.00 E-05 

C uRITEC3»1000>SPEE»Aj B
ClOOO FORMA T (1 M ,Z5x», SPEEDs, #E16.5#* Aa*»E l6.5»* B**.E16.5>

INT = DELT

IF(STEPP.NE.0.1)DELT=DELT/A.0

I  = 700.0
00 a 1.6 E*03 
N7 a 4.73 E + 09 
07 = 7.63 E+08
CALL SOLARU.B.IDAY.UTF1X.UTTT.A] 

•GST.RA.ftC.EOD.PI.SCALE.
• aO.CHI.SIGMA.MODEL.Z.QC'TI)
NE a 0P20Q
CALL CLOSS (N2.0 7 .NS.INT.CL.nE T A) 
0P2C0 - OP20J -  3ETA*OP300*DELT ■

1 = 750.0
00 a s.3 EAC2
N7 a 1.0? EK39

*Q0.CHI.SIGMA.MODEL.(
NE • 0P750 
CALL CLOSSCN7.07.Nf.
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OP250 ■ 0P250 - BETA*OP250*OELT ♦ 0CH1»DELT ♦ AU250*DELT 

2 • JOO.0
00 « 2.0 E*02 ,
M2 « 2.83 E*08 
02 « 1.22 E*07
CALL S0LAR<A*B»10AY»UTFIX,UTTT*A1NV»WIHD» 

•GST#RA#DC»EOD»P!»SCALE/
•00,CHI,SIGMA,H00EL/2/QCHI)

ME ■ OP300
CALL CL0SS(N2»02/NE*IMT#CL»BETA)
0P300 « OP300 -  BETA*0P300*DELT ♦ QCHI»0ELT ♦ AU300»DELT

Z « 350.
00 ■ 70.
N2 ■ 8.35 E*07 
02 « 3.02 E+06
CALL S0LAR<A,U,IDAY,UTF1X,UTTT,AINU»W1ND» 

•GST#RA»0C»E0D,PI,SCAlE,
•QO.CHI»SIGMA,MODEL»Z.JCHI)
ME « 0P350
CALL CL0SS<N2,02»NE»IKT,CL»BSTA)
0P350 * 0P350 - BETA*OP350*DELT ♦ QCHI*DELT ♦ AU350*DELT

1 * 400.
00 » 25.
N2 * 2.54 E + 07
02 = 7.76 E+05
CALL S0LAR<A»9»IDAY,UTF1X,UTTT,AINV,UIND,
*GST,RA,DC.EOO,PI/SCALE,
*Q0#CHI#SIGMA#M0DEL.Z*9CMI)
NE * 0P400
CALL CL0SS(N2»02»NE#INT» C L »0E TA)
0P400 » 0P40Q - BETA*0P400*DELT + QCHI*DELT ♦ AU400»PELT
IF(OP200.LT.0.0)OP200=0.0
IF(OP250.LT.0 .0 )0P250=0.0
IF(OP300.LI.O,0)OP300=0.0
IF(OP350.LT.0.0)00350=0.0
IF(OP400.LT.0.0)0P400*0.0

RNMAX 8 <ZHAX - 250.)*<0P300 - 0P250)/50.
RNMAX * RNMAX ♦ OP250
IF C2MAX.GE.300.)GO To 76
0P3Q0 8 RNMAX * E XP<-(300. - ZMAXJ/HP )

76 CONTI HUE 
IFCZMAX.GE.SSO.JGO TO 77
OP 3 50 = RNMAX * E XPC-(350.0 - ZMAXJ/HP )

77 CONTINUE 
IF(ZMAX.GE.400.)G0 TO 78
0P400 8 RNMAX » EXP(-(400.0 - ZMAXJ/HP )

78 CONTINUE
0P45Q s RNMAX « EKP<-<45'3. - Z,MAX)/UP 3
0P500 * RNMAX • EXP(-<500. - Z-IAX)/HP )

URITF <3»92)OP20U#OP250,OP3 00.0P5 50/OP4 00«RNMAX 
92 FORNATCIH .•uENSITY PROFILE IS'/SEIA.S,* HMA X a •, E1 6.5) '

MR! TL ( S.4 4 >UP4 5 0,OP6 00,OC*I I»EOO/A,rt 
94 F OR *1A T (1 H »,JP45U8,,E1^.5»,l>P5l)08,/E16.5», OC H I » ' »E 16. 5» • EOB*',
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•F8.2,* A»,»f6»2,* B«*,F8.2>

AAB « ABSCA)
BAB * ABS<8-0FFSET)
STEPP ■ 0.1 . ■ • ■■ ■ v  .

C IF(AAB.LT.FBOUNO.ANO.BA8.1T.GB0UND.AN0.BAB.GT,HB0UN9)STEPP«0.O25
C IF(AB.6T.1.11)STEPP»0.025
C IF (AAB.GT.ABOUND.OR.BAB.GT.880UND) ST£PP»0.2

STEPP » O.t
If CA.LT.-2.2>STEPP«0.025

C
CALL STEPCA»B#AN,8N,DIREC,STEPP)

C MRtT£<3,8S?>A,B,AN,BN,OIREC,STEPP
C 83? FORHATHH .'FROM STEP*,3X,•A»*,E16.5,2X,*B«',E16.5,2X,'B»*,el6,5»
C «2X#•AN"‘#616.5#2X#'BN«*#616.5#2X#*0IREC-'sE16.5#2X»•«?£??••#E16.S>

CALL SL!NE<AN.9N,STAN0,AP,BP,DIREC,XK)
IFCWMIDL.EQ.I.OJGO TO SOS

c
1F(AP.NE«A)G0 TO 826 
IF(BP•GT.B)GO TO 827 
OIREC ■ “PI*0.5 
GO TO 828

827 DtREC * PI*O.S 
GO TO 828

826 OIREC = ATAN( <SP-B)/(AP-A) )
IF (AP.GT.A)GO TO 823 
1FC8P.LT.B>GO TO 836

G°JR?S 5281 * o m t  
836 CONTINUE

OIREC «-PI ♦ OIREC
828 CONTINUE

C
A ■ AP
8 * BP

C URITEC3,814)A,B .
C 814 F0RMATC1M .'M'/'STEP OUTPUT•,2X,■A*',E16.5,2X,*B»'»E16.5>
C WRITEC3#820)PSI#DIREC#SPEED#A#B
C 820 fORMATClM ,IX,'FLOW OUTPUT•,2x,•PS I *•,E16.5,2X,■01REC»*,E16.5,
C 12X,,SPEE0»',E16.5,2X,,A»,,E16.5,2X,'8*,,E16.5)

OIST « IS * STEPP 
IS « IS ♦ 1 

C URITE(3,821)STEPNO
C 821 FORMAT(1H ,•STEPNO**,15)

VA ■ ABS(A)
IF(YA.GT.D)GO TO 800 
IFCB.LE.-OFFSETIGO TO 800 
I f  LAG = 1 

800 CONTINUE 
YB «ABS(B>

C
C NEXT TWO STATEMENTS SET THE PLOT LIMITS 

IF(YA.GT.U.)STEPNQ»9999 
IFCY8.GT.10,>STEPNO*9999

C
IF(A.GT.15,>G0 TO 823 
If (8.GT.1S.1G0 TO 823 
IFCB.GT.-OfF5ET)JFLAG*0
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IF<B.LE.-OFFSET)JFLAG »1 
IFCIFLAG.EQ.1.AND.JFLAG.EQ.1)G0 TO 80S 

£29 CONTINUE 
C HAVE NOW COUPLETE0 ONE ITERATION.
C
C US ITE <3*822 >
f 822 FORMAT<1H , ‘COMPLETED A DATA POINT*)
C

GO TO 825 
823 CONTINUE

URITE(3#82L>
S2L FORMAT(1H ,'PROGRAM ORDERED TO STOP BECAUSE A#8 GONE TOO LARGE*) 

STEPNO * 9999.
425 CONTINUE

IFCSTEPNO.GE.3)GO TO 805 
STEPNO * STEPNO ♦ 1 
RNHAKX * RNNAX*<1.0 E-05)
CALL PLOT( A.0 /3 )
CALL NUM3ER( A.B.0.02#RN’1AX X . G. . 3) 
call PLOT(A,0,2)
CALL SYM80L<A/8»0.1 /3 .0 .»-2 )
GO TO 801

LOOP L00P---L00P LOOP LOOP LOOP LOOP------LOOP- — LOOP----LOOP —
805 CONTINUE
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

830 CONTINUE
CALL P L 0 T (0 . /0 . /- i>
STOP
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WBRRUTfWI S L t « E ( ,- * ,£'**> ̂

me m m i  of f to s m k u 4 n u k e *  *n» £& £
Of THft f l U M  M.0*. IT boss' Tfft# 6T ITtffllt A U * * j  
M « t t »  «T OVAtUE 4r.t«t ST*S*k*mttCTI0ff**t*l»S'':' . .,

AFTER H t W U l  *R0NtA*ft> »0 I AH,am THE ROUTINE U A k t m i  
T O W  ON TN*. STREAMLINE. .ST NO?► TA«11*6 SuCtt 
THE PLASMA PATH IS LOCKED OH TO A 'iTREAH 'FUNCTION*“  *“ • •**-- - -    •-.••-• ^
r«.«»nn r a i n * « .« . . . .  '  *  . 5 ; i P 3%^f$Shl4' '
•OIREC* IS THE DIRECTION Of P U S M A  FLOW* IS tr.iajvtNC*

- f * ' - . ''
REAL K« , • - it'.- 4*
COMPLEX Pl*P2#P3»P4#P5,rP6*P7,P8#P9*P0#PA#Pli!,PC*Pl>*'Pe*Pf,Pe£pf{, ^

*Z1/22»23»24»Z5,Z6#I7.Z8.29#20.ZA»I6»2C»20f2tf2F.I6»7«<I#I6*VEL0C*
•PL.PJ.ZL/ZJ
COMMON S»D#K! ...........  .................................

• W/OFF SET/STET
aP1*P2/P3.P4,PS«.P6*P?#P8f?9,P0#PA»Pa.PC#P6/PE#Pf,PG#PH#I6#- ' ' 
•RK1»RK2#RIC3,fi»C4,RK5,AK6,AK7,AX8,RK9,RKO,RICA,R|CEI,RKCrRK0,RICE.A*f,
*RKG»RKH# ■■■■■■■ . . •' ■ ■ ■?:■-::■;■■.■ > . ■;■■■■.■ ■■:■.:■;■;*. -
‘SCALE.OD.RFAC.EFAC# r , ; J
•psit»Psi2#PsmN#Psi2iN,ai,a2,03#a4#v,vx,RRR,
‘WHIOL.LFLAG.MFLAG. ,
aRKL.RICJ.ICl.XJ.PL.PJ 
UMIOL ■ 0.0 
LlM ■ 200 

C WRITE ( 3*922)
C 92? FORMAT(IN »100C*S*).2X»‘ENTERING ROUTINE SLINE*)
C WRITE!3.901>STAND .
C 901 FORMATdH .30X.*STANDa‘.EU,5>

E • 0.05
DELL • 4.36 E-03 
0ELL ■ DELL *2.0
n a 0 : .. ■

787 CONTINUE 
C WRITE!3*908)
C 908 FORMAT(1H .J0X,‘0EL INCREASING*)
c*«

703 CONTINUE
OEt • M • 0ELL 
AP » AN -CST£PP»0EL *
BP a 0N ♦ <STEPP*DEL«
A ■ AP 
B • BP

c
CALI KAY!A.B.KK)
CALL fLOWC A.H.PSI)
CALL SDARD!A.8.STAND)

C WRtTE<3«963)M.PSl«A.8
C 963 FORMA T O N  #30X#»Ma*#Ii#2x. *PSI»*#E16.5»* A*‘.E16.5,‘ B»,#E16.5>

ERRA ■ AaS(ABS(PS!)-STANO>
PSIA • ABS(PSl)
It 5iSRA.Lc.c)60 TO 701 
H a M*1
IFIM.6T.LIMIG0 TO 702
OEL a M * DELL
AP a AN -(STEPPaoEL » SIN(01REC + !DEL/2.0) I )
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«p » bn * <s« pp*oel« cos<»iiECt(»ct/z.on >
A a AP ■. , '
B m BP
CALL KAY{A»B*KK>
CALb fLOU<A»B»PSt)
CALL S9AR6(A#B#STAND> 

c write(5.963>n*psi#a»b
EARS B A8S(ABS(PSX> - STAND)
PSI8 » ABS(PSI) :
ADD ■ ASSCPSIA - PSIS)
If(ERRA.LT.ERRB)GO TO 702 
If(ERRB.LE.E)GO TO 701 
n • n*l
If(H.GT.LIH)GO to 702 
If(A9D.l t .0.01)N«H*3 
tr(AOO.LE.3.00$>M«M»A 
GO TO 703C a a * a * .a .. . .a » .* * .* a » » * » a a * * * a * * » * a a a * * a * a .* * * * . .» * . . (

701 CONTINUE
C WfilT£(S#962)M 
C WRITE(3*909)
C 909 fORBATHH »30X#*A HIT fOR DEL INCREASING*) 

RETURN
702 CONTINUE

C WRITE(S»962)N
C WRITE(3.910>
C 910 fORNATtIH .30X.'NO RESULTS fOR DEL INCREASING') 

7 SO CONTINUE
DELL e-4.36 E-03 
DELL ■ DELL * 2.0 
M b 1 .

7 53 CONTINUE
DEL » M * DELL
ftp a AN *(STEPP»DEL • SIN10 IREC♦<DEL/2.0>) > 
BP a SN ♦ (STEPP»OEL* COS<0IREC + <DEL/ 2 .0 ) ) >
A a ftp
B a eP
CALL KAY(A.e.KK)
CALL fLOWCA.Q.PSI)
CALL SDARD<A.B.STAND)

C WRITE<J,96S>M.PSI»A#B
ERRA a ABS(ABS(PS1I-STANO)
PSIA a ABS(PSI)
If(ERRA.LE.E)GO TO 751 
N a M + 1
If(N.GT.LIH)GO TO 752 
DEL « N • DELL
AP ■ AN -<STEPP»DEL * SIN<DIREC + (DEL/2.0)) ) 
BP « BN ♦ <STEPP*DEL» COS(0IREC♦(DEL/2.0)) > 
A « AP
d a OP
CALL KAY(A#B»KlO 
CALL FLOWCA.U.PSI>
CALL SDAROCA.B.STAND)

C WRI Tc < S# 965H.PS I » A» B
ERRB a ABS(AaS(PS() - STAND)
PSIS a ABS(PSI)
ADD a ABS(PS1A -  PSlEi)
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C «# IIE i3*9 68 >« - T
« tt8JT£<3#959) . ' '  ' s
C 939 F 0 A M H 1 H  >50l«U HIT FOR DEL OECREASIBO*) ’ -

RET03S ” ' "
752 CONTINUE . .

WUIT£<3#962)R ,
962 F08NAT »1H »30X,*!«*•,13> " ,

WRITE< 3#960> • -
960 FORHATOH »30*.’NOTHING A/CIOCK-WISE/CANT FINO STREAM-UNE*> 

UHIDL * 1.0 : ,
RETURN
END .
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t - 1 '. ', 'V-*4'
« m i  atfcm* «*•"*» 
c ,p\ w m * * * ; * *  to H  am efefyfiwi 
s ■ ' } K H * »  J I,T » »  cam rtUM Xt‘t * t 9 M  i

MWW»ll»W ' , ' - j-f "'T ■%

•IKl«tKK>- ,
» i t lU « M < K IC » E f« { .  . •

,,#M i»L*Lfi,A«»ftpL*G> - > < - .< •» „ ‘ v5 - v  -P  .
*8KL#IM C.)*l!L.«.PL.Pi <* ' >- f a. i ’ , j
*M6 « <60.*P£>/180. - . *•■._,4* .'.' ">  ,r
* * S » * * « * X * X * < 5 ^SP£ C IF IC A T tO tt  O F V O R T E X  P0 M W 5 P t  t W ^ P *  ^ T tK xiJX *

P8 ■ £BPt.X< + irS#o!) /  ,
PC • CKPLX(-1 •5*C0S(ANG}.’*1.5*SIN(AMG)> 4' ,
PO « C*PLX(*1.5*C0S(An6}#-1.5*SI«UNS5)
p« * CFH»LX<-1.5*COS<ASG>.*1.5*SJN(**G*) J
P F •  C P P L Jit * 1  > 5 *C O S ( A N G ) .* 1  »S *S ? N (A W G ) >
P6 • C*PLX<-1.5000*COSCA»G/2.0».-1.30DO*SmA(tG/2.0> )
PH a CHPLX(*1.$000*C0S(ANG/2.0).-1.5OQ0*SItt(AN6/2.O) )
P L  ■ t*PLXC-1.5000*C0S(ANG/2.0)**1.5000*SIN(A*G/2.Q><!»
P J  *  CMPLX(*1.5GOQ*COS(ANG/2.0>.*1.5000*SIN(AN6/2.0) JP1 a CM PLX( - 8 . 1 6 * 7 . 0 . »  ■
P2 a CHPLXC+8.1667.61)
PS ■ €NPLX(-8.1667*COS(ANG).-8.166?*SIN(An G))
P * *  C«PLX(*8.1667*C0S(AN6).-8.1667*SIN(ANG))
PS « C SPL X(-8.16 6 7 *C OS ( A N G).*8. 166 7 *  S I N (A N 6))
P6 ■ CNPIX(*&,1667*C0S( ANG).*8.1667*S?N(ANG>)
P7 ■ CnPLX(-8.1667*COS(ANG/2.0>,-8.1667*SlN<A«G/2.0> »
P8 ■ CSPLX <*8.1667*C0S(ANG/2.0)»-8.1667*SIN(ANG/2.0) )
P9 ■ CttPLX(-8.1667*COS(ANG/2.0).*8.1667*51n (ANG/2.0) >
PO ■ CnPLX(*8.1667*C0S(ANG/2.0)«*8.l667*StN(ANG/2.0) ’)

PA « PA -  C H P L X ( 0 . .O F F S E T )
PB • P3 - CMPIX(0..OFFSET)
PC ■ PC - CMPIX(0.,OFFSET)
PO * PO - CMPIX(0..OFFSET)
PF a PF - C«PIX{0..OFFSET)
P6 • PG - C*PU(0.,OFFSET)
PM ■ PH - CMPLX(0..OFFSET)
PL ■ PL - CMPL*(0..OFFSET)
p,» ■ pj - CKPLX(0.*3rrscT) .
P1 ■ P1 - CHPIX(0..OFFSET)
P2 • P2 - CMPIX(0..OFFSET)
PS ■ PJ - CHPLXtO..OFFSET)
PA a PA - CNPLX(0..OFFSET)  —
PS • PS - Cl’ PLXCO..OFFSET)
PO ■ P6 -  CKPL*(tJ.»OFFSET)
P7 a P7 -  CMPLX(0.,OFFSET)
PS a P8 - CMPIX(0.,OFFSET)
PO s PO -  C « P i x ( 0 . ,OFFSET)
OQ » PO -  C«PLX(0.,OFFSET)
IG • C»nx(0..1.)
XXX*X MG* JS SQUARE BOOT OF AlHUS 1 
RETURN  -
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U  ■* »KJ/(2-PJ> '
VEL0Ca(Zt + 2 2*Z3*Zt«2S‘»Z6»2?+2ft«Z9*20*ZA+Z8+ZC«29*ZE+Zf + ZG+ZH 
•♦ZL*ZJ}*IG ' . -
VR ■ REAL(VELOC)
VI «-AINAG<VEtOC>

C KI« NOW A06 CO-ROTATION VELOCITY XXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
THETA > 1.570796327 
IfCA.ES.O.JGO TC 3S 
THETA a ATAKC8/A)
If(A.GT.O.)GO TO 30 

3ft CONTINUE
IKB.LT.O.KO TO 39 
THETA a Rl - ABSCTHETA)

'• GO TO 30 ■■■■ . ■. ' ■, " ■ ■■■■ ' ■■■■
39 CONTINUE

THETA a -pi * A8SCTMETAJ 
.30 CONTINUE : ■. :.v.. '

COLATT a RRR
COLAT » (COLATT • SCALE )/111.
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SUBROUTINE STEP(A»B»*N*8N»0IREC*STEPP)

THIS ROUTINE STEPS FROM APOINT ( A*B) TO A NEW POINT <AN*8N> IN THE DIRECTION 
•OIREC* WITH A STEP S H E  'STEPP*.

WRITE (3*1000)
1000 F0RHATOH »100('T’)»2X*'ENT£RING ROUTINE STEP.*)

XXX 'STEPP* IS THE STEP SIZE XXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXX 'A* AND 'O' are INVARIANT RECTILINEAR COORDINATES*
•AN* AND "BN' ARE NEW COORDINATES COMPUTED
FROM A,B*ANO DIRECTION OF PLASHA FLOWtOIREC>*AFTER
TAKING STEP ALONG STREAMLINE 'PSI*.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
AN ■ A ♦ (STEPP* COS(OIREC) )
BN * B ♦ (STEPP* SIN(DIREC) >
WRITE(3*I002)AN*BN '

1002 FORMAT(1H *?5X*,ANs*»E16.5»2X*'BN*'»E16.5>
WRITE (3*1001)

1001 FQRMATOH »10Q(’T')*2X**L£AVING STEP')
RETURN
END

permiss
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SUBROUTINE EI.OEP ( LAT, L0N6« UT# GST# RA# DC# 806 ) *, ", ■

CALCULATE ELEVATION OR DEPRESSION AMOLE - USUALLY Of SUN

L»t « LATITUOE Of OBSERVER OECIRAL DEGREES ♦ NORTH 
LONG > LONGITUDE OF OBSERVER DEC. »E6S PCflTIVE EAST 
UT(3) a UNIVERSAL TINE HR*HIN-SEC
GSTCJ) a GREENWICH SIOERIAL TIME AT 0 HRS UT. HR-MIN-SEC 
RAC A) a RIGHT ASCENSION A'. 0 HRS UT HR*ff!N*SEC-OS£C.

OSEC » CHANGE IN SECONDS TO NEXT OAT 
DC (A) a oc.CMNATION AT 0 HRS UT DEG«niN>SEC<*DSEC 
GOO C L E V n T O R  DEPRESSION ANGLE Of 306T AT GIVER

UT TINE .
POSITIVE NUMBERS ARE ELEVATION ANGLES AND 
NEGATIVE NUMBERS ARE DEPRESSION ANGLES

LAR
LAT, LONG, LST

DIMENSION OT C 35 » GSTC3), RA(A>,
1 DC C A >

C
F<X1, X2, XS ) a X1 «• < X2 ♦ X3 /  60 . > /  60 .
DTR a 3.14159264 / 180.

C
C CONVERT EVERYTHING TO DECIMAL DEGREES 
C

GSD a F( GST C1 >, GSTC2), GST(3) ) » 15.
UTD a F< UT(1), UT(2), UT(3) ) » 15.
FRD a uro / 360.
ALPD a F( RAC1), RAC2), RA(3 ) + RACA) * FRO ) * 15 
OECD a f  ( 0C<1>, DC(2) ,  DC<3) ♦ DC<A> * FRD >

C
C COMPUTE LOCAL SIOERIAL TIME
e

LST a UTO • 1.002737 ♦ GSD ♦ LONG + 360.
LST « AMOD ( LST, 360.)

C
C COMPUTE HOUR ANGLE 
C

HA a LST - ALPD
C
C COMPUTE ELEVATION OR DEPRESSION ANGLE
c

HAR a HA a OTR 
LAR a LAT * DTR 
OCR a oeco .  OTR
SEOO a SIN CLAR) * SINCDCRJ ♦ COSCLAR) * COS(OCR) * COS(HAR)
£00 a ARSINC SEOO ) /  DTR

RETURN
END .

RCUTINE to 
OR MOON 

INPUT
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SUBROUTINE HAGT1M<A#B#GKLT)
C THIS ROUTINE TAKES COOROIHATES'A' AND *0* WHICH ARE RECTILINEAR 
< COORDINATES IN THE MAGNETIC TIME-MAGNETIC COLATITUDE SYSTEM.THE ROUTINE 
C THEN GIVES AN OUTPUT PARAMETER 'GMLT* WHICH IS HAGNETIC.TIME OF THE
C OBSERVATION POINT IN THE INERTIAL PROBLEM FRAME Or REFERENCE MENTIONED . 

PI ■ 1.141592654
TP I « 6.283185308 ■
IF ( A.NE. 0 . ) GO TO 826 
IF ( B.GT.0 .> GO TO 827 
GHLT « - P I *0 .5 
GO TO 828

827 GMLT ■ P l*0 .5  
GO TO 328

826 GMLT « ATANI8/A)
IF(A.GT.O.)SO TO S28 
IF(B.LT.O.)GO TO 836 
GMLT * PI ♦ GHLT 
GO TO 823 

836 CONTINUE
GHLTaPI ♦ GMLT 
GO TO 829

828 CONTINUE 
IMB.GE.O.JGO TO 829 
GMLT » (2.»PI) ♦ GHLT

829 CONIiNUE
GHLT * GHLT ♦ ( P I*0 .5 )
IF(GHLT.GE.6.28J)GHLT=GHLT“TP|
RETURN
ENO »
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SUBROUTINE SDARDCA,B,STAND)
t THIS ROUTINE has input of co o r d i n a t e ca»b >. ■ 
C OUTPUT IS STAND . THIS IS THE VALUE Of THE STREAK FUNCTION
C THAT IS TRACKED BY ROUTINE *$LINE*
C THIS ROUTINE TAKES PSII AND PS 12 FROM THE CONNON BLOCK AND HAKES AN AOJUSTHENT 
C FOR PSI DEPENDING ON THE LOCATION OF RRR.ACTUALLY ONLY CHANGES PSII SO THAT 
C *SLINE* ROUTINE WILL TRACK THE STREAHlINE.,..(ALSO CHANGES PSI2)

COMPLEX P1,P2,P3»P4,P5,P6,P7,P8,P9,P0,PA,PB,PC,PD*PE*PF,PG,PH# 
*21,Z2,23,24,ZS,Z6,Z7,t8,29,20,2A,23,ZC,2D,2E,2F,2G,ZH,Z/16,VEL0C,
*PL#PI,2L,ZJ
COMMON S,D,*C1 ,K2,k3,K4,K$,K6,K7,K3,K9,K0,KA,KB,KCAK0,K£,KF,KG,KH,

• a,Off SET,STEPP,PI,
•P1,P2,P3,P4/P5»P6,P?,PS,P9,P0,PA,PB,PC»P0,P£,PF,PG,PH,IG,
•Rk 1»RK2,RK3,RK4,RX5,RK6,RK7,RK8,RK9,RKO»RKA,RK8»RKC,RKD,RKE,RKF,
•r k g,r k h,
•SCALE,OD,RFAC,EFAC,
•PSI1,PSI2,PSI1IN,PSI2IN,Q1,92,Q3,QA,V,VX,RRR,
•WM1DL,IFLAG,MFIAG,
*RKL»RKJ,KL,KJ*PL,PJ

c xxx « psniN
C IF<V.EQ.1.0>GO TO 8S0
C PSI1IN ■ XXX»0.7S
C IF<V.EQ.2.0)G0 TO 850
c psniN = xx x *0.50
C !F(V.Ea.3.0)G0 TO 850
c psniN = xxx*o.?o
c IFCt/.EO.4.0>G0 TO 850
( PSIIIN » 0.0

850 CONTINUE
IF(VX.NE.V)PSHIN ■ PSI1 
If<VX.NE.V>PSI2IN S PS 12 
STAND * ABSCPSI1IN + PS 121N)

C WRITE C3,85t>V,XXX,PSI1IN»PSI2IN
C 651 FORMATOH ,'V*,»E16.5,,XXX*',£16.5,,PSI1INs ,,E16«5»*PSI2IN,,E16.5)
C PSI1IN = XXX

RETURN
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SUSROOTZNE FL0wCA,8,PSZ>
c
C T H IS  S O O T lH  S O LV E S  TH E PLASM A FLOW P R O B L EM . ,
C FOR THE POTENTIAL Of TEN LINE CHARGES AND THE!/
c the exa c t ge o m e t r y is s h o w n in the t h e s i s.
C THE ROUTINE COMPUTES THE STREAHFUNCMON "PSI* AT A POINT CA,8>.«.. '
C PI FO,PA— PJ ARE THE LOCATIONS OF THE LINE CHARGES (N THE COMPLEX PLANE.

COMPLEX P1,P2»PS,P4,PS,P6,P?,P8,P9,p0,PA,pa,pC,PD,PE,PF,P5,PH» 
*Z1,Z2»ZS,Z4,z5,Z6,ZT,Z8,Z9,Z0,ZA,2B»ZC,ZD,2E,2F,2GrZM#Z#1G,VEL0C»
*PL,PJ»2l,2J . . .■■■■. : ■
COMMON S,0,K 1,K2,L3,K4,KS,K6,K7,K8,K 9,K0,KA,KS,KC/KD,KE,Kf,KG,KH, 
♦V,OFFSET,STEPP»Pl,
*Pt,P2,PJ,P4,P5,P6»P7,P8,P9,P0»PA,PB,PC#P0»PE,PF,PS/PM,lG,
• RK1,RK?,RK3,RK4,RKS,RK6«RK>> ,RK8,RK9,RKQ,RKA,ftKB«RKC,RKD,RKE ,RKF, 
•RKG.RKH,
•SCALE,DO,RFAC.EFAC,
*psn.Psi2,Ps;tiN,>>si2iN,ot, 0 2,03,04, v,vx,rrr,
•UMId l.LFLAG.MFLAG,
•r k l,r k j ,x l ,k j,p l ,pj 

C XXX 'W* IS a n g u l a r v e l o c i t y of e a r t h x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
c

I * CMPLX{A,B)

• 2 -  PL
• Z -  PJ
• C A8S ( 2 1)
• CA8SU2)
■ CAUSC2 5 >
■ CABSCZ4)
• CAaS(Z5> 
» C AGS T Z6 >
• CA0S(ZZ>
• CA9S(Z8) 
> C A3S(29)
• CASS(JO)
• CAftS(ZA) 
» CAHS(Za) 
« CAOS(ZC)
■ CASS(ZO)
• C ASS( ZE )
■ CAas(Zf)
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80 • CA9SU6)
#H •  CABSCZH) , -  .
Rt *  CASS(ZL)
»4 « CABS (Z J>
PSI ■ FfAl •  ALOG(ftl)
• ♦ » «  * AL0G(R2)

RK5 * ALOG(RS) !
RA* » ALOG(RA)

*♦ ft«S • ALOG(RS) •' r
RAG * AlOG(R6)
RK? * ALOG(R7>
RAB • AL0G(R8>

*♦ RK9 • ALOG(R9)
*♦ RAO * ALOG(RO) 
aa RAA • ALOG(RA)

RKB * ALOG(RB) 
aa RAC • ALQG(RC)
*♦ RAD * ALOG(RO) 
a* RAE * AIOG(RE)

RAF * ALOG(RF) 
aa RAG * ALOG(RG)
** RAH * ALOG(RH) 
aa RAL * ALOG(RL)
•t RAJ * ALOG(RJ)
PSI1 « PSI
COLAT b (RRR a SCALE >/111.
COLAT » (COLAT * PIW180.
ADJUST 3 (6560. * (COLAT - S1NCC0LAT) ) J/SCALE
RRRR b RRR - ADJUST
PS 12 b O.S > W*RRRR a RRRR
PSI b PSII ♦ PS 12

PSI EQUAL CONSTANT DEFINES A STREAMLINE a ... 
WRITE(5a69>PSI1»PSl2»RAA,RRB#RRR»RRRR 

69 FORMA T (1H #•PS11b•#E16.5a' PS I 2b*,£16.5#• RAAs*,£16.S#
a* RRBb* #E16.5# * RRRb*#£ T6.5# * RRRRb•,E16.5)
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SUBROUTINE f0TOtZ(9O#CMl.SI6HA,ROm»2#aCHI> ‘ . ’ '
t  I' i ’
t  THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED BY ROUTINE ‘ SOLAR*. ' ‘ * 7
C THIS ROUTINE • FOTOIZ• CALCULATES 'OCH1* THE PHOTO-IONIZATION M fE -E O t SOLAR 
t  ZENITH ANGLE 'C H I * . . . . .
C OTHER PARAMETERS ARE DEFINED IN  'S O LA R *...*
C

REAL K,L#fl#LQCHt,HODEL(36,3)
P12»1,5708
fl£»6S60. . ■ '■ ■■■■'■■■ ■■■■■

C -
FXO ■ 1.0

c
IZ«1

c
C wRm(S,7?77>Z 
C7777 FORHAtdH ,*Z e *,E 1 6 .S )

774 CONTINUE
If(H 0D E L(tZ ,1).£a .Z>G 0 TO 775
IZ-IZR1
60 TO 774

775 CONTINUE '
C HR I TEC 3.7721 MODEL < IZ »1)
C HR ITE < 3# 772) MODEL < IZ *2)
C UR ITE(3*7 72 )NODEL( IZ .3 )

Z» MODEL( IZ , 1)
H*MODEL(IZ.Z)
OENS* HODEL( IZ .3 )
TAUO ■ DENS • H*100000.* SIGMA * FXO

C SCALE HEIGHT IN KILOMETRES

L=CSREtZ}«C C 0S (C H i-P I2 i)>-fte 
C URITE(3 .7 7 2 )L

x*(re+z>/h
C HRITE (3.772>X

Y*(RE+L)/H 
C HRITE (3 .7 72 ) T

1F(CHI.GE.PI2> GO TO 770 
AT«ALOG (( PJ2*X) *» 0.5 )
HRITE (3.772) AT
8T « 1.234 I AT
WRITE (3,772) 0T
ALPHA ■ ( 0.7162 - BT >/ 6.088
WRITE (3,772) ALPHA
CT ■ 0.5 * CHI*CHI
WRITE (3,772) CT
DT « (1.0) - ( 0.115 • CHI * CHI ) -(ALPHA*CHI*CHI«CHI*CHI> 
WRITE (3,772) DT
F Sit Hi a C17i»T )
TAUCHt » OENS • H.100000. » SIGMA * FXCHI 
TAUOIF»TAUQ - TAUCHI

GO TO 771

770 CONTINUE
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« . 36

: 773 FORMATOH ,23HCHI IS « H » U  tK M  N 2 i

t * U/10.0 
i i . > t *  0.5 

C L* JL •  10.0
C WR1TE(3,772)L
c

C If(HODELCI2 ,1 >.LE.L)GO TO 776
II « II - 1 
I f t I I . t r . 1 )  go TO 778 
GO TO 777 

776 CONTINUE
WRITE (3,772)MOOEL(12 ,1) 
WRir£(S,?72>flOD£L(IZ,2>
WRITE(3, 772) MODEL( 12,3)
OEMS ■ MODEL(iZ,3) 
WRITEC3, 772)K0D E t ( l2,1>
WR t TE t 5 /7 7 2 )MODEL<11.2) 
WA|T£(3,772>H0DELt!2,3)

NOW CALCULATE FYCHI

DTT .‘ (PI2 » Y) * *0 .5  
ATT a (Y /2 .0 )  * *0 .5  
9TT « (-COTAN(CHl) ) * ATT 
CTT a 1.0 ♦ ERftSTT) 
fYCH| « OTT * CTT
TAUCHI a DENS * H*100000. • SIGMA * FYCHI
TAUDIF a TAUO - TAUCHI
WRITE (3*772} ATT
WRITE (3*772) BTT
WRITE (3 ,772 ) CTT

TO BRING UNITS BACK TO CMS

C WRITE (3,772) FXCHI
C WRITE (3,772) FXO

C  C 772 FORMAT O H  ,£16.5)
LOCH|a(ALOG(GO)) ♦( TAUDIf

C
©  « HAVE .«UTtPLSee 8 6? 1C3U80.

OCHI a EXPCLQCH1>
780 CONTINUE

©  C WRITE (3,772) OCHI
RETURN 

778 CONTINUE
©  C WRITE (3,77V) -

C 779 FORMAT (111 ,30HS0LAR DEPRESSION ANGLE TOO LOU) 
«CH| a 0.0 

#  GO TO 780
END '
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C (SEE MNTERP* fO * SEEAtLS, - - - 
c » iw »  « var ia b le  «e l o w e s  « eo i«  f j s a l  , ./*
C SST,SS»8C»£0I>»* VARIA8LES REQUIUEB 8T ROUTINE «6L06PV>
C P I •  3 .1 * -« — —  >,/ *t ' ->« < ’
C SCALE » CONVERSION FACTS# PROBLEM OMITS TO KUOW Em S.
C 00,CHI#SIGMA.aCHI« VAlASttS WEB ST ROUU>iE#DfOI2.
< Z • ALTITUDE IN KILOMETRES*
C HODEL* ATMOSPHERIC HODEL READ III FKOff CAROS AT BEGINNING Of
C HA IN PROGRAM.
C OUTPUT IS ‘ BCHl*  THIS IS PHOTO IONIZATION SATE FOR SOLAR ZEMITH ANGLE CHI.

REAL CAT,LONG 
REAL INLAT,INLON 
REAL N2.NE.INT 
REAL HODEL(36.31
DIMENSION U T(3),G ST(3),R A(4),D C (4)
DIMENSION AIHVC72.10)
EQUIVALENCE (LAT.GLAT).<LONG.GLON>

C
PI? * 1.S708 
RRRR *  »*A + 0 *8  
RRRR « SQRTtRRAR)
COLAT * RRRR * SCALE /  111.0 
INLAT • 90 . -  COLAT 
UTT •  UTfIX 

C VRITE(J,5>A,u.ftSRR.COLAT,INLAT
C 5 FORMATdH , , A*, ,F S .2 , ‘ S a '.F S ^ , *  RRRR**,FS.2 ,*  COLAT**,£ 1 6 .5 , ’
C *IN L A T *',E 16 .5 )

call MAGTIM(A,B,GMLT>
CALL MINLON( GMLT,UTT,1 0AY,INLOH/
1NL0N « (INLON • 1S0.)/Pt 

C WRITEC 3,6>GHLT,INLON
C 6 FORMATdH ,  * GMLT» * »E10 .5 , * INLON** ,E 16 .5)

CALL 1NTERP( INLAT,INLON,GLAT.GLON.AINV>
C UR1TE < 3,95 UTIT
C 9 FORMATdH ,*U TTT*, ,E16.S)

JUTTT a UTTT/3600.
UT<1> * JUTTT
AUTTT * UTT? -<UT<1) * 3600.5 
JUTTT *  AUTTT /  60 .
UT<2> *  JUTTT
AUTTT » UTTT -  ( <UTd> * 3600.) ♦ ( UT<2) * 60 .) )
UT<3> *  AUTTT
CALL « EL9EP(LAT,L0NG.UT,GST,RA,DC,E0D)

C «RITE<S.8>LAT,LONG,UT,GST,RA,OC,EOD
C 8 FORMATdH ,'ELDEP *»17F7.1>

CHI * PI2 -  <E0D*PI2/90.0>
C UNITE( 3,7)CHI,E0D,UT
C 7 FORMATdH «* SOLAR STUFF IS ',$E16.S >

CALL FOTOIZ(QO.CHI.SIGMA,MODEL.Z.QCHt»
RETURN 
EN6
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-

COIAT » (COLAT ■* P IT /180, '  ** '
AD/iJST *  <63*0, * <C0U f -  SINUOLAT) ) S/5CAl,£ ’ f \
£ya •  - u » < c o M V f  *  a d j u s t *  ■ ,
c v i *  cv« •  e o s c m m  .» •
CVS ■-£»«- • SINTTHETAJ 
V# s VS *  CVS 
VI *  VI ♦ CVI
veloc *  t«u>LX(Vfr;vi> _

OElT* « 1.S70796327  ̂ Wr.
tf<VS.EO ,0.>60 TO 18 -
DELTA ■ ATAN<V1/VR> ‘ - ‘
IMVft.GT.O.TGO TO 20 , ' -

18 CONTINUE , / ' '
I» <V I.L T .0 .)G 0 TO 19 ”  '
DELTA » PI -  AeS<6ElTA>
■GO. TO 20 ■ • ■ /.■

19 CONTI HOE ■ . , ... ......
BELTA •  -P I ♦ ASS(DELTA) ;

20 CONTINUE ■ ' ' . . . . . . . ■
OIREC •  DELTA . ■ ■ ■ ■■■ , ■. V. , • .
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
SPEED •  C1BS<VELOC)
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SUBROUTINE CL0SStN2»02»N6(/INT,CL#8etA> .. •'*
SEAL N2»N£*JN? , ■'

c xxxxxxxxxxxxxx*xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxm*xxxx*x*xxattxxx*mKxxxx
C XXX GIVEN ‘02»/‘«2* NEUTRAL NURSES AfSStTIES**HE» EtECTWN
< xxx eewirtv »ani> time In t e r v a l ‘i n t * s e c o s b s # .
< XXX THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE IORI2ATICN LOSS ‘CL», '
C XXX SUE TO CHEMICAL RECOMBINATION. XXXXX«S\<J..^«a^ik*AA'C^S£):.'
C IT ALSO COMPUTES SETA THE ELECTRON LOSS RATE.... "
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXXX

IF(NE.LE.O.O)«E ■ O.COOOI ’
ALPHA2 » 2.99 E-08
ALPHAS « 1.88 £-0?
RATES * 1.59 E-12 
RATE* • 2.21 €-12
BETA » CRATE3 » N2) ♦ (RATE* « 02 )
OASH a 1. ♦ ( <RATE4«02)/(ALPHA2»NE)) + ( (RATE3*N 2)/< ALPHAS*ME) )
BETA a SETA / D m SH ■: ■, ,v ■ ■
0 ■ BETA * NE ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . .  - ■ ■■■■■ : ■y.V'W' ■■ ,■ ■ ■
CL » INT « Q ■ >■■■ '■

C V* I T£ ( 3/5) I NT.BETA.CL
C 5 FORMAT(1H /20HTIME INTERVALCSECS>=/F8.1/5H8ETA»/£16.5/
C 110HCHEH LOSSa,E10.5)

RETURN
END ■ ■ ■ ■ . ■
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SUBROUTINE fLUX<OP20O*0P25O»OPS00»OP35Q»0P400« A1NCj»MIW8*#£LT)
! TM,^P5 0 0 I-E0CJ29°I£OPJ0OFUSION V£L0C1TIES *ND fLU* *C*0SS tevEtS 200 TO 400 

FYSTA « (1 .0  E*03> • 0P500

OP225 » (0P200 ♦ 0P25O )/2.0
OP125 ■ 2.0»OP200 - OP225
0P22S « (OP250 ♦ OP300>/2.0
0P32S « (OP300 ♦ 0P350J/2.O
OP575 » COP350 ♦ OP400J/2.0
OP425 « { COP400-OP3.00) /4.0 > ♦ OP400
IFI0PI25.LT.0.0) OP175»0.0
IF(0P425.LT.0.0)0P425*0.0

FA *< <0P175 ♦ OP 200)* (2.5 E+06) )/2.0
* ♦ (<0p200+0P225)*(2.5 E *0 6 )> /2 .0
* ♦ ((OP225+OP275)* (5 .0  E*06>> /2 .0
* ♦ ((OP275*OP325>*(5.0 E *0 6 ) ) /2 .0
* * ((OP325»OP3?5>*(5.0 E *0 6 )> /2 .0
* ♦ <(OP375*OP425)»(5.0 E»06))/2.0

IF ( lA .t£ .0 .)G 0  TO 91

TCC * DEL T • FYSIA 
22 * <TA -  TCCJ/TA
0P200 * 0P200 » 22
OP250 = 0P250 * 22
OP300 s 0P30U * 22
OP350 a 0P350 * 22
OP4O0 = 0P400 • 22

IF(OP2U0.1T.0.0>GP20C»0.0 
I f <OP2Sj.LT .0.0)0P2S0=0.0 
IF <oe300.LT.O.'J) OP330*0.0 
If(OP3 50.LT.0.0)OP 350=0.0 
IF (0P,<QO.LT.O.O)OP400 = 0.O
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* n » p 4 m * t b , ' i ,
COMMON S#©>«1»K2*lt3#K4#K5/K6»K7-l,K8i 

*H*OFFSET»STEPP*PI» . 
*P1*P2*P3*P6*P3#P6»P?*P8,FP»,Pr»)ai,*,B»M 
•#KttRK2*»K3*ftk4*GICS#fi*4*ftK7»RKS#ftK9,'fM(l 
KRKG/RKH#
• sc(u e »»o»r m c #efac ,  ' ^ ,
*P8I1*P tI2*P S  11IN«PSt 2lN«41 «Q2*63«Q4«y»VX«RKff>. ^
*«HI8L*LFtA6»«fU6# ' ‘ '
*« ltU R K J,*L /K J#P l#P )
V* a V 
RKK a KK
RRR a A *A  ♦ < B *O F F S E T ) * ( B « -O F F S £ T )
RRR a SGRT(RRR)

OL1 a 0 .78 .
012 a 0.55
0i.3 a 0 .33
QU a 0.11 ;

IF (lft»G .N E.2>G 0 TO 500

OR3 a 0.33 
<3R6 a 0.11 

500 CONTINUE

IF'RRR.tE.Qt) GO TO 637
V a 2 .
IF(RRR.tE.02) GO TO 638
v a 3 . :
IMoXD.t i?o tq j;o
V » 4 .
If(RRR.LE.Q4) GO TO 660
V « S.
KK a 0 .0  
GO TO 637

636 KK a KK * 0.75 
GO TO 637 

630 KK a KK • 0.50
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l»*l » 1.0
SMC « 1 .0BMC « 1 .0  ■*
IFUFIAS.EO.QKO 10 642 
IFCRRS.GE.1 .5 )60  to 442 
tf ■ -1.0 .
IF U .G T .- 0 .3 .  ANO.A.IT.+0.3>G0
W ■ -2.0 TO 642

1FCA.GE.«3.9.AHD.A.tT.+1,3>G0 TO 648 
CONTINUE

643 K( • KK • f il l  
GO TO 642

644 KK •  KK * QRl 
GO TO 642

645 KK « KK * 812 
GO TO 642

646 KK » KK * QR2 
GO TO 642

647 KK « KK « 013 
SO TO 642

648 KK * KK* QR3
642 CONTINUE

Kl « KK * EMC 
kJ3 *  KK * EFAC 
K5 •  KK * EFAC 
KB » KK * RFAC 
KD •  KK * RFAC 
KF ■ KK • RFAC 
K2 »-KK * RFAC 
K4 «-KK * RFAC 
K6 «-KK » RFAC 
KA .-KK • EFAC 
KC «-KK * EFAC 
KE e-KK • EFAC 
K7 « *KK* EFAC 
K8 •  -KK* RFAC 
K9 « +KK* EFAC 
KO •  -KK* RFAC 
K6 *  -KK* EFAC 
KH « +KK* RFAC 
K l •  -KK* EFAC 
«K2 « K2 
KJ ■ *KK* RFAC 
SKI □ VI 
RK3 •  KS 
RK4 ■ K4 
RK5 « <5 
RK6 *  k6 
RK7 ■ K7
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axs « ks
8X9 » 89' 
8*0 * 80 
• W k  m k8
8xd * xa
8XC » KC 
8X8 *  K9 
**€ ■ *E 
»KF « KF 
8X6 « XG 
8KH ■ KH 
8X1 * XL 
8KJ ■ KJ 
XX « RKK 
HSTUHN 
£88
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S9Bft00rt«£ ttlRLOM<CMlT#vmi«AV»tKiaH) 
t » « S  ROVTIW i w u r e i  the H M M T ft 10*611008 «» TW
C *iM LO»*, I  WOTS UC MAGNETIC LOCAL. T IM E ,U *m S JM  f l f f t U t f  W *
c — code MAKES s l ig h t  c o r re c t io n  ro « w  *10 AU 0» to r  fe #  HMuERtoSm*  ,
C IN  THE TffANSrORRAttO* ffQN UT To H A S k ftK  T I « .  /  * ™ r V , < / ’
C a t  IN SICONOS.GBLT !tt RADIANS.»1NL0M Xt» RADIANS 700* If ' . r * * 1 *.

$1 *  0.418390 ’ ^ ~l & J t l  ** (f
C *S1* IS 8 0 ./T 8 2 .5  , , 1

IH ID A T .G T .1*2)60 *6 TO * ‘ X Tr ’ i‘
•AT •  IDAt '  r  , . ’ • A * V 4I? < ^  ’ ".*(*
MAS » (51* DATT-40. - ' ' "  ■ -,
GO TO IT *<

to continue '  V u
OAT a IOAV ' .
C08B •  <-3T «< D A T -18 2 .» *40 . . ^ r  - -

11 CONTINUE - ~ '
roan b coas*oo. ■
UTT b UTT ♦ CORR - ’
If(UTT.LT.O .)UTT » UTT+864Q0. , • "

C THE TACTOS ‘ 2.2722 E-OS* IS CONVERSION Of SECONDS TIME TO RADIANS ANGLE*
OTTs UTT* <7.2722 g-05> -

C THE CONSTANT *1.1868* IS ME ANGLE IN RADIANS BETWEEN THE UT HEAlOlAN AND 
C THE THE GEOMAGNETIC IESQ M ER ID IAN .... . . . . . .

INLON *  GMLT -^UTT * 1 .1 8 6 8

Ifc ‘ i« ^ o N :L i:5 :M 5 :5 ^ ;m 5 « ♦ 4 :^ « 5 ^ 5 ifc,'■', ' ' "
UTTb UTT/ <7.2722 E-OS)
RETURN
END
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DO 61 IL A *1*10 '
CO 61 IL0<>1*72 
READ<1#60>AmV<IL0*UA>

60 fORRAT<f7„2> • -
61 CONTINUE

C XXX ABOVE READ IN AINV ARRAT{INVARIANT LATITUDE V/S
C X XX  6E068APItlC LATITUDE. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X K X X X X X X X X X X X X

DO 63 ILA»1»10 
C KR1TE{3#6*>
t  64 '*

DO 63 H0»1#72 
C WRITE<S#62)4INV<1L0*1LA>
C 42 FORRATftH *F?«2)

63 COU.INUE
C XXX ABOVE PRINT OUT AIRV ARRA7 FOR CHECKING X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X K X X X X  ,
C WRITE<3*65)
« 4$ r6Rftftr(1H1.10X*2«tMESUITS Of INTERPOLATION)

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE INPROF (OPZ0O,0P25®*OPSOO#eP359^LeO#jit ,v

W IS ROUTINE SETS THE IN IT IA L SMStTY r t o r t U  VHU4S 
ALTITUDES,
THE VALUES HERE ARE OHtY U W U !  . .

IS PRACTICE . ,
|N PRACTICE THE VALUES HOST BE ARRIVED AT By TIRST RUNHINB 

ONCE AROUND THE STREABLIHE...

0P200 ■ 0.807 £*05
OP25Q ■ 0 .243 E*06 -
OP500 •  0.363 £*36 
0P350 •  0.275 £*06 
OP400 •  0.208 E*06 
RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE IMTERPCII8LAT#lNLOIUSAAr,6LON*At)*V»

INPUTS—  l«LAT» INtf LATITUDE • t
INLON > 1NV LONOITUDE '
AINV IS AM A*SSV S f GEO*. LATITUDES AMB fcOtttITUSE5 
CORRESPONDING TO IMV. L«T» A«S tOBfiS, - 

OUTPUTS— 6L0N« GEOGRAPHIC LONG!TUBE <
SLAT* «S06. LATITUDE

-----------------------GIVEN THE GEOS LATj AND LONGITUDES THE ROUTINE
FOLLOWS A POUR POINT INTERPOLATION wJfHlN THE *AI»V* ARRAY TO 
GET A GEOGRAPHIC LAT AND LONG—— — — — — — __—

DIMENSION AINVC72#10»
REAL INLAT#INLON ■ ' ■ .■ ; ■■ ' ■ ■■■ / ■■ ,
ItO  ■ INLON / 10.
ILO * 12* KOI + 1

30 CONTINUE
IT (ILO .LE .72 ) GO TO 31 
ILO » ILO -  72 
GO TO 30

31 CONTINUE
ILOO « ILO ♦ 2

32 CONTINUE 
ITCILOO.LE.72)60 TO 33 
ILOO ■ ILOO -  72
GO TO 32

33 CONTINUE
RILA » (9 0 . -  INLAT)/ 5.0 
1LA a RILA 
JL» ■ 1LA ♦ 1
R1NUAT « 90 . -  ( 5 .  « ClLA -  1) >
RINLON a (110/2 ) * 10.

i.ZZ NEXT hAUE TNO SETS
XXX OT FOUR POINTS# GLA1 61*2 GL01 GL02
XXX G/IAT SET AND
XXX G/LONGITUDE SET — GLA3 GLA4 6L03 GL04
xxx t he n w i s h to int e r-
XXX POLATE 06TMEEN THESE 
XXX FOUR POINTS FOR
XXX EACH SET....................
GLA1 a AINVCILO.ILA)
GLA2 « AINUdLOO.UA)
GLA3 a A INV( ILO#I LA*1)
GLA4 a AINV (IL00#ILA f1)

GL01 a AINV(tL0»1#lLA)
GL02 a AINVCIL00*1#UA)
GL03 a AINV(IL0#1#1LA+1)
GL04 a AINUCaOO*1#ILAH)

51 a ADS( GL01 -  GL03 )
IFCST.LE.TS3.5*0 TO 20 
GA a G101
IF(G101.GT.GL02)GL01 a GL01 -  360e 
IF(ut02.6T.GA)GC02aGL02 -  360.

20 CONTINUE
G2 a A8SCGL02 -  GL04)
1F(G2• tE .1 8 0 .)G0 TO 21
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58 •  6L02
IIF<6 t02 .6T .6t04)6l«2*6L02 -  36ft.
I»<«.04.GT.6B> CLOG « 61.04 -  S6&. '

21 CONTINUE '

« H  NEXT 00 The i n t e r p o l a t i o n
6 L * rA * - {C (6 tA l~ 6 tA J )/5 . I*  CRINLAT *  INLA?) J * « l A1 - '
6LATB— (<< C tA 2-6LA 4> /5 .). CRJNl AT -  IN I.A t) > ♦ « U 2  ,
GLQNAe»(( (G L01-G L03)/5 .)•  CStNLAT -  INLAT) > ♦ 6L01 -
GL0N8«“ ( ( <GL02-GL04) /%,)•  CRINLAT -  INLAT) ) *  5LC2
GLA7 « - i  { <6i.ATA-6LAT8>lt0.)»(ABS(RIHl0H~lNL0N> > > ♦ 6L M *

63 *  ASS ( A8SCGL0NA) -  ABSC6L0N3) )
If<G3.LT.13O.)G0 TO 22 
6C • GLONA
IF(GL0NA.GT.GLON8)GLOMAaGLONA -  360.
IF(GL0n8.GT.GOGL0N8 » CL0N8 * 360.

22 CONTINUE

GLON « -{  C CGLONA-GL0NB)/10. >* < A8S(R1NL0N“ INL0«) ) ) ♦ GLONA 
IF (GLON.LT.O.)GLON a GLON ♦ 360.
URITE(3#S4>ILO;ILOO.ItA

34 roaNAT(1H1,4HILO«#l4,2X»SHILOO«,I4,2X#4HUA*,I4)
UN I TE ( 3.3S) GLA1 .GLA2/GS.A3 /  6LA4

35 FORMAT(1H .12HGLA1 TO GLA4#2x,4f10 .2}
HBITE(3#36)6L01/GL02.GL03/GL04

36 F0RMATI1H #12HGLQ1 TO GL04,Z X ,4 f10 .2 )
UR1TE(3 *3 7 )GlATA.GLATU.GLONA.GLONS

37 FORMAT( IK , • 6tATA«*,E1 6 .5 .2X«• GLAT8«• - £ I* ,5 ,2 X , • GLONA*• ,€ 16.S , 
T2X»'GL0N8*'. E16.5)
wRtTE(3#5£)RlNLAT»RtNL0N 

33 F0RMATC1H #,RINLATb »,F8.2.2x ,,RINLON«,»F8.2) 
WRITE(3,S9)GLAT,GL0N 

39 FORMAT <1M #'GLAT«*»E16.5»* GL0Na',El6 5)
RETURN
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‘■.iMHOUtm »UEORA<A,B,AU200»AUZ50,AU300»AU350*AU40;))

ThiS PuuTINE COMPUTES THE IONIZATION RATE FROM 2UO TO 400 KHS ALTITUDE
AT A POINT (A,U). THESE RATES ARE AU700----AU400. THESE ARE FOR
DIFFUSE AuKORACOAY AND NIGhT-SIDE AURORAL OVAL). THE RATES CONE FROM 

BANKS,CHAPPELL,AND NA8Y — JSAC197A)

A1 = SORT ( A * A ♦ <ti*C.9)*(H+0.9> )
A ? a SVRT(A*A ♦ 0 * li)
AJ a SS«T(A*A ♦ (P+0.?)*<4*0.2) )

IF CA1 .3T.1..1.4*10. A1.LT.2.1 )G0 TO 16
GO TO IF

15 CONTINUE •
IFCA^.ST. 1. 1. UjO.AJ.LT.Z. 1)G0 TO 16

AuZUl) = O.i)
AU’5li = 0.0 
40 300 a 0.0 
AOAGO = 0.0

17 CONTINUF 
RETURN

SUTUO = 1-J. 
AIJ'SO = 7.0 
ANA 00 a 4.n 
RETURN 
E ft D
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SUBROUTINE C0R«TCA»8*KK*PSI#STAHD*K?i.A6>

THIS ROUTINE IS NO LONGER USEO IN THt « N * t  PROGRAM..,..
IT  IS USEO FOR MAKING A SMALL STEP CHANGE IN THE STREAMLINE At ft 
POINT. THIS IS ONLY FOR EXPERIMENTAL MODIFICATION OF STREAMLINE 

THAT THE USER MAT PLAY WITH.. IT  CAN BE SAFELY IGNORED TOR SOLVING
THE PROBLEM OF THE THESIS*................... '  *

ALLL PARAMETERS HAVE BEEN DEFINED ELSEWHERE.......

REAL .KK ’ ■ , ' , :: " ' ■ i ... ■
COMPLEX P1*P2,P3*P4#P5*P6»P7,P3*P9,P0,PA*PB*PC*PD*PE*PF#PG*PH*

•Z1*Z2*13*24*Z5*Z6*Z7,ZB,Z9*Z0*ZA*ZB»ZC*lD#2e*ZF*ZG»2H#Z#IG»VEtOC* 
*PL*PJ*ZL*ZJ • ’
COMMON S*0*Kl*K2*K3*K4*KS*X6.K7*xr>*K9*KO*KA*K3f KC*KO*iCc*iCF*K»*KK*

*W.OFFSET,STCPP.PI.
•P1*P2*P3»P4,PS-P6#Pr,P8*P9*P0*PA,P6#PC*PD#PE*PF»PG*PH*IG#
•RKl,RK2*RK3*RK4*RK5*RK6*RK?,RKB*RK9*RK0,RKA*RK9*RKC*RK0*RKE#RKf* 
•RKG*RKH,
*SCALE*OD*RFAC*EFAC*
•PSn*PS12*PSI1IN*PSI2IN,01,Q2*.a3*Q4*V*VX,RRR*
*UMIOL*LFLAG,MFLAG*
*RKL*RKJ,KL,KJ,PL*PJ 
KFLAGal 
6 « B -  0.02 
CALL KAY(A,B,KK)
CALL FL0W(A»5,PSII 
STAND * ABS(PSI)
CALL SDARD(A#B#STAND>
RETURN
END
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